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Open House Public Meeting Notice

OPEN HOUSE PUBLIC MEETING
STATE AND FEDERAL AID PROJECT NO. H011295
LA 73 (GOVERNMENT ST) EAST BLVD – LOBDELL AVE
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH
The Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development (DOTD) is conducting an open
house public meeting for the proposed Government Street project from East Boulevard to Lobdell
Avenue in Baton Rouge. The proposed project consists of rehabilitating the existing pavement,
implementing a “road diet,” incorporating bicycle and pedestrian elements, and constructing a
roundabout at the intersection of Government Street and Lobdell Avenue. The road diet would
reduce the number of travel lanes on Government Street from four lanes (two lanes in each
direction) to three lanes (one travel lane in each direction with a center two-way-left-turn-lane).
The purpose of the meeting is to provide information about the project and to obtain input from
interested parties. There will be a continuous multi-media presentation about the project.
Additional project information will be available. Representatives from DOTD will be available at
the open house to answer questions and discuss issues related to the project. Oral and written
comments on the project can be submitted at the meeting. Comments can also be mailed to the
DOTD address shown below, postmarked by December 30, 2015. The public meeting has been
scheduled as follows:
Thursday, December 17, 2015
4:00 – 7:00 p.m.
Our Lady of Mercy Catholic Church Parish Activity Center
440 Marquette Avenue
Baton Rouge, LA 70806
Should you require special assistance, due to a disability, to participate in this public meeting,
please contact DOTD by mail at the address shown below, or by telephone at 225-242-4506, at
least five working days prior to the meeting.
Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development
Environmental Engineer Administrator, Section 28
P.O. Box 94245
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-9245
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Open House Public Meeting Handout

LA 73 (GOVERNMENT ST.):
EAST BLVD – LOBDELL AVE
OPEN HOUSE PUBLIC MEETING
STATE PROJECT NO. H.011295
FEDERAL AID PROJECT H011295
LA 73 (GOVERNMENT ST): EAST BLVD – LOBDELL AVE
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH, LOUISIANA
Our Lady of Mercy Catholic Church – Parish Activity Center
440 Marquette Avenue
Baton Rouge, LA 70806
December 17, 2015
4:00 – 7:00 p.m.
Thank you for attending this Open House Public Meeting for the proposed Government Street Road Diet project.
In this handout you will find information about the proposed project, including a preliminary project description,
a location map, and typical sections. Also included is a comment form.
Project team members are stationed throughout the room to discuss the project and answer your questions.
These individuals are easily identified by their name tags. Please take this opportunity to discuss the project
with team members. There will be no formal presentation.
As you enter the room, you will see four stations:

Station 1: Sign-in Table
At this station, there are sign-in sheets for General Public, Elected and Other Officials, Agency Personnel, and
News Media. Please sign in on the appropriate sheet.

Station 2: Continuous PowerPoint Presentation
This short presentation will explain the environmental process and provide an overview of the proposed
Government Street Road Diet project. The presentation lasts approximately 20 minutes and will re-start
automatically after a two-minute intermission. The PowerPoint presentation and the exhibits shown tonight
are available on the DOTD website at:
http://wwwapps.dotd.la.gov/administration/public_info/projects/home.aspx?key=91

Station 3: Exhibits
This station will consist of a series of maps that illustrate the proposed changes to Government Street superimposed over aerial photographs and several graphics of the typical design section that is proposed. The exhibits
display the entire proposed project in eight large layouts.
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Station 4: Comment Table
At this station, comments can be made orally or in writing. A tape recorder is available at this table for oral
comments. The last page of this handout is a comment form that you may use. Comments can be turned in
during this meeting or mailed to the address on the back of the form. Additional comment forms are also
available to be taken with you. Please note that comments mailed after this meeting must be postmarked no
later than December 30, 2015 to be included as part of the meeting transcript.
We hope you will take advantage of this opportunity to provide input on the proposed Government Street Road
Diet project. Thank you for attending this meeting and for providing input.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development (DOTD) and the City of Baton Rouge/Parish of
East Baton Rouge Government (City/Parish) propose the Louisiana State Highway (LA) 73 (Government Street)
project which consists of rehabilitating the existing pavement and implementing a “road diet” to incorporate
bicycle and pedestrian friendly concepts. The road diet would reduce the number of travel lanes on Government
Street from four lanes (two lanes in each direction) to three lanes (one travel lane in each direction with a center
two-way-left-turn-lane) (See attached Typical Section). Approximately 4.2 miles of the Government Street
corridor from East Boulevard (30.443714, -91.18071) in Downtown Baton Rouge continuing eastward to the
Lobdell Avenue intersection (30.445397, -91.111033) near Independence Park is included in this project (See
attached Location Map). A roundabout would replace the signalized intersection at Government Street, Lobdell
Avenue, and Independence Park Boulevard. The turning geometry at the Government Street and Jefferson
Highway intersection would also be improved.

PURPOSE AND NEED
The purpose of and need for this project is to:

Improve the condition of the pavement on Government Street

Provide safe and diverse multimodal transportation options, and

Contribute to the livability and the economic revitalization of the corridor.
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Figure 1: Typical Section Drawing of Proposed Project.
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Figure 2. Modified Cross Section
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LA 73 (GOVERNMENT ST.):
EAST BLVD – LOBDELL AVE
OPEN HOUSE PUBLIC MEETING
December 17, 2015
STATE PROJECT NO. H.011295
FEDERAL AID PROJECT H011295
LA 73 (GOVERNMENT ST): EAST BLVD – LOBDELL AVE
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH, LOUISIANA
Please provide your comments below regarding the project, the alternative being considered, and the issues
that the Project Team should evaluate for this study. When complete, please return this form to Station 4 –
Comment Table. To mail, fold the form in half with the address showing on the outside and seal. Comments
received tonight or post marked by December 30, 2015 will become part of the transcript of this meeting.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
NAME: ________________________________________________
ADDRESS: ________________________________________________
________________________________________________
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Power Point Presentation Shown at
Meeting

Welcome to the public meeting for the proposed pavement rehabilitation and road diet
project for Government Street (LA 73) from its junction with East Boulevard to Lobdell
Avenue in East Baton Rouge Parish. This project is funded by the Federal Highway
Administration, the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development, and the City
of Baton Rouge/Parish of East Baton Rouge.
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In addition to this presentation, the following stations are available tonight:
•

A Sign-in and Hand-out Station

•

An Exhibit Station to review layouts of the proposed project and to ask
questions to project staff

•

And a Comment Station for giving written and/or verbal comments.
Comments received tonight and those postmarked within 10 days of this
meeting will be included in the official meeting transcript.

Project team members are available to assist you and receive your comments.
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12/17/2015

As shown on this vicinity map, the proposed project is located along the Government
Street corridor from the East Boulevard intersection, west of Interstate 110 eastward to the
Lobdell Avenue intersection in Baton Rouge.
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12/17/2015

The purpose and need for this project is to: improve the condition of the pavement on
Government Street, Provide safe and diverse multimodal transportation options, and
Contribute to the livability and the economic revitalization of the corridor.
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The proposed project would include pavement rehabilitation for the full length of the
project corridor,
A road diet and incorporation of bicycle and pedestrian elements
Intersection Improvements at Jefferson Highway
A roundabout at Lobdell Avenue/Independence Park boulevard,
Americans with Disabilities Act-compliant sidewalks, and
Streetscape improvements along the corridor.
Upon completion of these improvements, the ownership of Government Street (LA 73) will
be transferred to the City of Baton Rouge/Parish of East Baton Rouge.
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Pavement rehabilitation includes patching the existing concrete, cold planing the existing
asphaltic concrete, and overlaying the road surface with asphaltic concrete.
During construction, one lane in each direction must remain open at all times. Lane
closures are only allowed at night and/or on weekends. Public Notices will be sent out in
advance for these situations.
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The reduction in the number of lanes is often called a road diet. This change will reduce
the number of conflict points for vehicles, enhance safety for pedestrians (crossing a fewer
number of lanes) and provide better access for the many side streets and driveways from
the center TWLTL. Another benefit of the road diet is that the excess pavement remaining
from the original four-lane section can be used to incorporate the Complete Streets policy
which provides street space for multi-modal improvements such as bike lanes.
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Government Street typically has 4- 11’ travel lanes with curb and sidewalks outside of the
pavement.
The ROW width varies within the project limits from 50’ to 75’, but the ROW is typically 60’
wide (leaving only 8’ outside the pavement on each side to the row).
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The project limits include the entire existing ROW width. Numerous constraints and deficiencies
were identified along the project corridor:
1) ROW widths vary throughout the corridor. The ROW lines are shown on each exhibit on
display.
2) Sidewalk widths are substandard in many areas and numerous intersections do not have
handicap-accessible crossings with ramps.
3) Many businesses currently allow parking within the ROW. Throughout the project area, the
design goal has been to minimize parking or backing out into the ROW or directly onto
Government Street.
4) There are many Wide areas of mountable/roll-over curb; and
5) There are a large number of driveways on Government Street
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This photograph shows patrons parking within the right-of-way at a small grocery store on
Government Street.
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This photograph points out the difference between Mountable or Rollover curbs and
Barrier Curb.
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The proposed project would provide a 3-lane roadway (2 11-foot wide travel lanes with a
12-foot wide center two-way left turn lane) with 5-foot wide bike lanes on each side
through most of the project corridor.
Median islands are proposed throughout the corridor to define or limit left turns or to offer
pedestrian crossing refuge.
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The project designs have identified solutions to some of the deficiencies identified within the
project corridor.
Sidewalks will be designed to meet ADA standards
Barrier curbs, raised medians, and defined driveways will all help to alleviate deficiencies caused by
parking within the ROW and the number of driveways (or access points) onto Government Street
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Raised medians were used to define where left turns are allowable onto side streets or
driveways. On the figure shown, a car travelling east can turn left onto Ogden Drive from
Government; however, that same traveler cannot turn left onto Bedford Drive. The median
blocks left turn access onto Bedford Drive, because Bedford Drive is one-way, south bound.
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Replacing mountable or roll over curb with barrier curbs limits access to the large parking
lot between Aladdin’s Lamp Antiques and Ragusa’s Automotive. The barrier curbs would
no longer permit vehicles to drive over the curb anywhere along the parking lot opening.
Defined driveways would reduce the number of access points onto Government Street,
thus minimizing conflict points.
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The traffic models predict that up to 100 vehicles out of the daily total of 20,000 (or about
2 cars per minute) may reroute from Government Street to North Boulevard during the PM
peak hour.
Some additional traffic may divert to Claycut Road during the PM peak hour, but it is
projected to be no more than 50 vehicles, or less than 1 car per minute. According to the
model supplied by the Capital Region Planning Commission, any additional drivers on
Claycut would be locals with destinations on neighborhood streets.
No rerouting is anticipated between S Foster Drive and Lobdell Avenue. The traffic
modeling has shown that the proposed lane configurations will be sufficient for
maintaining existing traffic levels.
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This map indicates the increases or decreases in delay of 10 seconds or more at the
intersection approaches during peak periods for the proposed project. During off-peak
periods, we would expect less delay at the intersections. There is a large scale version of
this map on display with the project exhibits.
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The section of Government Street with the highest traffic counts is from Moore Street to
Jefferson Highway. Approx. 25,000 vehicles per day travel through this 11-block area.
Traffic analyses show that the road diet would not work in this section of Government
Street. Therefore, a modified cross-section is proposed.
The intersection of Foster (southbound) has 2 left turn lanes which require 2 through
lanes to accept vehicles turning eastbound onto Government Street. The 2 EB through
lanes on Government Street must remain (as shown in the top cross section).
At Jefferson Highway, the right eastbound lane on Government Street would become a
dedicated right turn lane onto Jefferson Highway (as shown in the lower cross section).
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You may have noticed on the previous slide that there are no bicycle lanes between Moore
Street and Jefferson Highway, bicyclists can either choose to remain on Government Street
as vehicles in traffic, or they can divert from Government (shown in dark blue above) south
to existing bike lanes on Capital Heights (shown in green) or to existing sharrows on Claycut
(shown in Orange). Bicyclists can re-connect with Government Street through the
proposed sharrows on Moore Street in Capital Heights or through the proposed sharrows
near Goodwood Park. These sharrows and bike lanes are consistent with the Center for
Planning Excellence Street Smart plan.
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Road diets reduce the number of conflict points in the corridor and make traffic operations
safer for users. Conflict points are any point where the paths of two through or turning
vehicles diverge, merge, or cross, shown graphically by the white diamonds on the
graphics.
The graphics at the top of the screen compare right angle conflict points on a four lane
undivided roadway, as Government Street currently is, to a 3-lane road diet.
At the bottom of the screen, the conflict points shown are for left turning vehicles, right
turning vehicles, and vehicles changing lanes. As you can see, the number of conflict points
are reduced by half with the road diet.
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Road diets reduce the likelihood of vehicles that are difficult to see or are hidden in blind
spots for turning vehicles or for pedestrians crossing the roadway.
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The safety performance of the corridor and proposed improvements were analyzed using
the Highway Safety Manual predictive method. The existing Government Street has a crash
rate greater than 2x the Statewide average for similar 4-lane roadways. This 16.1 crashes
per mile makes Government Street an abnormal location. The results of the predictive
model show that the safety performance of Government Street will improve to 7.7 crashes
per mile. The two bar charts show predicted crash comparisons between the existing
condition and the proposed road diet. In each category compared, overall crashes per
mile, crashes at intersections, segment crashes, fatal and injury crashes, and property
damage only crashes, the road diet would provide improved safety.
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This slide and several of the following slides show how the crash rate of several segments
along the Government Street corridor would improve with the implementation of a road
diet. This slide provides a crash rate comparison between the existing Government Street
Geometry and the proposed Road Diet Geometry from Interstate 110 to 18th Street. The
Road Diet Geometry shows a reduction in crash rates from 5-15 crashes per million vehicle
miles (MVM) to 0-5 crashes per MVM.
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The Road Diet Geometry shows a reduction in crash rates from 0-15 crashes per million
vehicle miles (MVM) to 0-5 crashes per MVM from 19th Street to Eugene Street.
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The Road Diet Geometry shows a reduction in crash rates from 5-15 crashes per million
vehicle miles (MVM) to 0-5 crashes per MVM from Eugene Street to Blanchard Street.
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The Road Diet Geometry shows a reduction in crash rates from 5-15 crashes per million
vehicle miles (MVM) to 0-5 crashes per MVM from East Drive to Bienville Street.
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The Road Diet Geometry shows a reduction in crash rates from 5-25 crashes per million
vehicle miles (MVM) to 0-5 crashes per MVM from Bienville Street to Esplanade/W
Ardenwood.
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The Road Diet Geometry shows a reduction in crash rates from 5-10 crashes per million
vehicle miles (MVM) to 0-5 crashes per MVM from Esplanade/W Ardenwood to Audubon
Avenue.
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The Road Diet Geometry shows a reduction in crash rates from 5-10 crashes per million
vehicle miles (MVM) to 0-5 crashes per MVM from Audubon Avenue to Lobdell Avenue.
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A single lane roundabout is proposed for the intersection at Lobdell Avenue/Independence
Park. The single lane roundabout design provides drivers with simpler decisions and fewer
conflict points than in a multilane roundabout or in the existing intersection.
There are bypass lanes in each quadrant for right turns. The required row in the NE
quadrant is currently owned by the City of Baton Rouge.
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Let’s discuss roundabout basics.
Roundabouts are one-way, circular intersections designed to improve safety and efficiency
for motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians.
In a roundabout, traffic flows through a center island counterclockwise.
A roundabout redirects some of the conflicting traffic, such as left turns, which cause
crashes at traditional intersections. This is because drivers enter and exit the roundabout
through a series of right-hand turns.
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What are the advantages of Roundabouts?
A well-designed roundabout can improve safety, operations, and aesthetics of an
intersection.
Greater safety is achieved primarily by slower speeds and the elimination of more severe
crashes. Operations are improved by smooth-flowing traffic with less stop-and-go than a
signed intersection. Aesthetics may be enhanced by the opportunity for more landscaping
and less pavement.
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What do statistics from FHWA say about Roundabouts?
Roundabouts save lives
Studies show that roundabouts reduce fatalities by up to 90%; reduce injury crashes by up
to 76%; reduce pedestrian crashes by up to 30% to 40%; and create up to 75% fewer
conflict points that a four-way intersection.
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Roundabouts save money
Roundabouts reduce road electricity and maintenance costs by an average of $5,000/year.
Also, roundabouts provide a 25-year service life, compared to the ten-year service life of
signal equipment.
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Roundabouts provide environmental benefits
Roundabouts reduce vehicle delay and the number and duration of stops compared with
signalized intersections, thus decreasing fuel consumption and carbon emissions. Fewer
stops and hard accelerations mean less time idling.
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For those of you who have never driven through a roundabout intersection, let’s discuss
the general principles of using a Roundabout.
Think of roundabouts as a series of “T” intersections, where entering vehicles yield to oneway traffic coming from the left. A driver approaching a roundabout must slow down, stop
or yield to traffic already in the roundabout, and yield to pedestrians in the crosswalk.
Then, it’s a simple matter of making a right-hand turn onto a one-way street. Once in the
roundabout, the driver proceeds around the central island, then takes the necessary righthand turn to exit.
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This video shows a simulation of traffic using the roundabout at the Government Street,
Lobdell Avenue, and Independence Park Boulevard Intersection. Notice how a right-turning
vehicle from each approaching street uses the bypass lanes to avoid the circular roadway
within the roundabout. Bicyclists can safely enter the travel lanes to use the roundabout
due to the slower vehicle speeds.
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Can roundabouts accommodate larger vehicles?
The answer: Yes. Roundabouts are designed to accommodate vehicles with a large turning
radius such as buses, fire trucks and eighteen wheelers. Roundabouts provide an area
between the circulatory roadway and the central island, known as a truck apron, over
which the rear wheels of these vehicles can safely track.
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There are three ways you can help tonight.
1.
Sign-in and review all materials.
2.
Speak with a team member about your concerns.
3.
Provide us with your written or recorded comments. Written comments can be
submitted tonight or will be accepted by mail until December 30th.
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This is the end of the Presentation. Thank you for your time. Please visit the remaining
stations to view the exhibits and provide comments.
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Transcript of Oral Comments and DOTD’s
Responses

Pat Hoth
1378 Richland Ave
Baton Rouge LA 70806
Oral comment recorded: My name is Pat Hoth. I live at 1378 Richland which is near uh, 2 blocks off
Government/2 blocks off Acadian. I travel on Government Street every day, and frankly I think this is a
waste of my tax dollars and I cannot see it alleviating the congestion and the mess. Thank you.
DOTD’s Response to Pat Hoth
The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic
model shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show
some intersections will have a minor increase in delay and some will have decreases in delay, such as
east bound at Foster.

Carole Paine
1344 Crescent Dr
Baton Rouge LA 70806
Oral comment recorded: Hi this is Carol Paine. My address is 1344 Crescent Drive. I've been a Baton
Rouge resident for over 50 years and this is the most absurd proposal I've ever heard of in Baton Rouge.
Government Street is one of the major east-west corridors in our city and one of the biggest problems we
have right now is traffic congestion. So what are you going to do? Cut one of our major arteries in half
and make the congestion even worse. Once again we are pandering to minority of people who want to
ride bicycles. There are lots and lots of streets that they can ride bicycles on. Government Street is not
one that is appropriate for bicycle riding, if anything, make Government Street a 5-lane street with a
turning lane in the middle of it. That's a much more sensible idea. Thank you very much.
DOTD’s Response to Carole Paine
The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic
model shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show
some intersections will have a minor increase in delay and some will have decreases in delay, such as
east bound at Foster.
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Maria Reid
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Leif Remø <leif.remo@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 29, 2015 5:25 PM
Maria Reid
Re: H.011295 Government Street Project Public Meeting

Maria,
I hope it's okay that I'm emailing you my comments on the Government Street project directly as I
was given your card and email address at the public meeting on Dec 17.
First of all, I'm definitely in favor of the Government Street road diet. This street runs straight
through our neighborhood but doesn't yet do us residents or business owners any favors with its
current form or speed limit. When driving, I don't see many of the businesses as traffic is too fast and
I'm trying to avoid a crash. When biking or on foot, it's extremely difficult to cross the street and
rather frightening to ride with traffic or walk on the sidewalk. We need a traffic-calming design that
doesn't greatly favor a single mode (personal motor vehicles) over others and other destinations
(suburbs and downtown) over local ones.
My priorities for a proper road design include a safe-for-all motor vehicle speed limit, narrower motor
vehicle lanes, adequate crosswalks, separated and protected bike lanes, native shade trees,
stormwater management (filter strips and bioswales), native median and sidewalk plants, and safe
intersections for all modes. I do understand that the ideal is not completely possible with this project,
but I do support anything that can help get us to a Complete Street that is inline with FutureBR's plan
for this corridor as well as Dan Burden's assessment back in April 2012.
To comment on the current project plan, I will say that I'm confused why the Foster intersection is not
a roundabout and why bike traffic is moved off of Government. The best I can figure is that there isn't
sufficient right-of-way right now. I fear that this intersection will be a bottleneck that may create a
perception that the road diet failed. In the future, it ought to be modified to be a roundabout. (I am
reminded that the last time I was in Stavanger, Norway, I didn't see stoplights but plenty of
roundabouts.)
I'm also concerned that there aren't marked crosswalks between Eugene and Acadian. I suspect that
people will still cross, even without a marked crosswalk. They do it right now and it won't
change. Median plantings and a single lane of motor traffic in each direction will make it safer,
though.
As for the Lobdell roundabout, I am definitely happy to see one. In the future when I bike to the
library, I will be taking the lane, though. Taking the shared-use path is awkward and would
immediately drop my perceived status in a car-bike right-of-way decision moment. A bike switching
paths, from road to sidewalk to crosswalk etc, is too unpredictable for motor vehicle drivers. (See
collision type #3 on this page.) It's also dangerous on the multi-use path itself when cars have a
driveway that crosses the path. Ideally, a bicycle roundabout will eventually be needed, like the one in
Zwolle. For now, though, at least it will be a lot safer.
Leif Remo
2360 Myrtle Ave
1
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On Mon, Dec 7, 2015 at 10:06 AM, Maria Reid <Maria.Reid@la.gov> wrote:
Dear Interested Parties:

Due to your past interest in the Government Street Project, DOTD would like to invite you to attend the
upcoming Open House Public Meeting. The meeting will be held:

Thursday, December 17, 2015
4:00 – 7:00 p.m.
Our Lady of Mercy Catholic Church Parish Activity Center
440 Marquette Avenue
Baton Rouge, LA 70806

The attached announcement provides additional information about the project.

Please consider attending the meeting to provide your written or oral comments.

See also the Project’s webpage available
here: http://wwwapps.dotd.la.gov/administration/public_info/projects/home.aspx?key=91

Many of the Project’s documents are already posted for your review.

Thank you for your interest in the Government Street Project,
Maria

Maria Bernard Reid
Environmental Impact Manager
Section 28

2
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Department of Transportation and Development
1201 Capitol Access Road, P.O. Box 94245
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-9245
225-242-4506 (desk)
225-242-4500 (fax)
maria.reid@la.gov
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Maria Reid
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Joseph Brown
Wednesday, December 30, 2015 10:32 AM
Maria Reid
Claire Dixon
FW: random question!

Hey Maria,
Claire was at the Government Street Public meeting and contacted me about submitting a comment in reference to the
project. I forwarded her email with the comments regarding the project. Let me know if you need anything else from
me or her.
From: Claire Dixon
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 10:28 AM
To: Joseph Brown
Subject: RE: random question!
Hey Joe,
My comment is in the quotes. If you need any other information, like my address or my actual first name for some
reason (I’ve always been called by my middle name), just let me know. Thank you so much for your help with this!

“I have been a resident of various mid-city neighborhoods for the entire 11+ years I have lived in Baton Rouge, and have
now settled permanently in Westdale with my family. I’m very excited about the proposed changes to Government
Street. My husband (Rion Wilson, who grew up in Hundred Oaks) and I have a young child, and a more walkable,
stroller-friendly, and attractive Government Street would help us spend much more time and money in the mid-city area
we truly love. I believe these improvements will help unify our community across multiple neighborhoods while
increasing traffic to small businesses and expanding Baton Rouge’s appeal to both tourists and potential residents. I
commute to work several times a week down Government Street so would greatly appreciate the safety benefits as well.
I sincerely hope these improvements take place as I feel they will significantly benefit our community on multiple levels.
Thank you,
Claire Dixon
From: Joseph Brown
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 9:34 AM
To: Claire Dixon
Subject: RE: random question!

Cool just let me know!
From: Claire Dixon
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 9:33 AM
To: Joseph Brown
Subject: RE: random question!
Oh wow! In that case I’ll just email you back once I take another quick look at the document. Thank you!!!
1
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From: Joseph Brown
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 9:32 AM
To: Claire Dixon
Subject: RE: random question!

Hey! The project manager for this project is Maria Reed. You can send or email your comments to her, the head of the
section(Noel Ardoin), or you can even send or email them to me.
From: Claire Dixon
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 9:23 AM
To: Joseph Brown
Subject: RE: random question!
Thanks Joe! I think it’s due today and I have to leave at 2, so please let me know when you can (I haven’t written my
comments yet but that will take me about 2 minutes). Thanks! I’m at 3-1849 if that’s easier for you.
From: Joseph Brown
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 7:42 AM
To: Claire Dixon
Subject: RE: random question!

You sure can! I’m not sure exactly who the project is for but I can find that out for you and let you know who to send it
to.
From: Claire Dixon
Sent: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 11:08 AM
To: Joseph Brown
Subject: random question!
Hi Joe,
Sorry to bother you with this but you’re one of the few people I feel I “know” in Environmental! I don’t know if you know
anything about this but I thought it was worth a shot. I’d like to submit comments re. the proposal for Government
Street but I kept forgetting and I wondered if I could submit something through inter-office mail or if it had to be
postmarked from the “outside” for some reason? I’m a mid-city resident in case that has any bearing on anything.
Thanks!
Claire
Claire Dixon, MLIS
Access Sciences Analyst
RIM Program Improvement and Implementation
225.379.1849 ; Claire.Dixon@la.gov
Access Sciences Corporation
225.379.1825 (direct) | 713.664.4357 (main) | 225.325-8108 (fax)
Access Sciences Corporation | 1900 West Loop South | Suite 250 | Houston, Texas | 77027

This message may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you received it in error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message
and any attachments. Unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or copying of all or part of this message or any accompanying documents may be unlawful.
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•
AI
P.O. Box 428

•

APPLEGATE
INDUSTRIAL
MATERIALS, INC.

Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70821-0428

" We're Expanding"
•

(225) 336-4116

•

FAX (225) 336-4317

www.the-ftex.com

State Project# H.011295

LA 73 Government St.

•

•

J-800-THE-FLEX

(843-3539)
E-mail: info@the-ftex.com

12/29/15

I wish to make my concerns known regarding my property and my business on this project.
My property is South side of Govt. ST. East of lberville to RR tracks. I own and occupy the on ly building
directly adjacent to the KCS RR tracks. Historically 1440 Govt St was the "Valley House Hotel" now added
on a few times the 28,000 sq/ft building is home to my company Applegate Industrial Materials, Inc. I
have been in business for 36 years and at this " corner" for more than 30.
A!l the drawings represent a false utopia, the people using the sidewalk are nowhere near the
demographic shown. Old black men limping, young black mothers w/one infant in a cheap-unsafe
stroller and a toddler in tow. This is a very dangerous area, the intersection of the RR tracks traveling
West is a blind corner, MY building re stricts view ... l see this clearly. I'm including a photo of the
05/ 20/05 collision to represent that, while I'm not a historian It's difficult to forget incidents like this.
There was 1 deaths and great bodily inj uries just 250ft South of Govt as well 30 yrs ago ..
1, Planners have apparently removed the crossing signa l at t he South West corner of the intersection of
Govt St & KCS RR tracks and planted a tree further blocking visio n. I th ink the trend is more safety and
barriers etc. not fewer
2, The access to my commercial property at 1440 Government St, is completely blocked by curbing.
This is not only detrimental to my business but quite absurd to me. Why designers, planners, etc.
requi re me to alert them to this ... water is wet, fire is hot, What is it I need to tell them? Block my
driveway, no trucks come and go, ergo I go... out of business ....really?
3, My property fronting Government st between lberville & 141h St. The same situation exists that you
deny me access with curbing. I believe I should be allowed to have 2 points of access in the "short
block" . I've included a mark up.
I believe the intersection require additional consideration in light of the above items that pertain to me.
Additionally,
1, East Baton Rouge intends to add a greater number of households in the adjacent Redevelopment
District. I believe there will be huge increase foot traffic based on econom ics.
2, Governor elect has voiced support for railroad passenger service BR/NO which would share this
intersection adding to auto and bus traffic.
3, EBR contin ues to rezone prope rty on Government St. for alcohol sales at an astounding rate as is their
stated plan. This will increase impai red drivers as an even greater percentage of the total drivers after
the "traffic diet" at this RR intersection with no barriers.
Thank ou for considering my co ncerns .

avid l. A
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LA 73 (GOVERNMENT ST.):
EAST BLVD -LOBDELL AVE
OPEN HOUSE PUBLIC MEETING
December 17,2015
STATE PROJECT NO. H.011295
FEDERAL AID PROJECT H011295
LA 73 (GOVERNMENT ST): EAST BLVD -LOBDELL AVE
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH, LOUISIANA

Please provide your comments below regarding the project, the alternative being considered, and the issues
that the Project Team should evaluate for this study. When complete, please return this form to St ation 4 Comment Table. To mail, fold the form in half with the address showing on the outside and seal. Comments
received tonight or post marked by December 30, 2015 will become part of the transcript of this meeting.
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STATE PROJECT NO. H.011295
FEDERAL AID PROJECT H011295
LA 73 (GOVERNMENT ST): EAST BLVD -LOBDELL AVE
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH, LOUISIANA
Please provide your comments below regarding the project, the alternative being considered, and the issues
that the Project Team· should evaluate for this study. When complete, please return this form to Station 4Comment Table. To mail, fold the form in half w ith the address showing on the outside and seal. Comments
received tonight or post marked by December 30, 2015 will become part of the transcript of this meeting.
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received tonight or post marked by December 3a, 2015 will become part of the project record.
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View on mult iple days from Government St.
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View on multiple days from Park Street
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lA 73 (GOVERNMENT ST.):
EAST BLVD- LOBDELL AVE
OPEN HOUSE PUBUC MEmNG

December 17,2015
STATE PROJECT NO. H.011295
FEDERAL AID PROJECT H011295
LA 73 (GOVERNMENT ST}: EAST BLVD- LOBDELL AVE
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH, LOUISIANA
Please provide your comments below regarding the project, the alternative being considered, and the issues
that the Project Team should evaluate for this study. When complete, please return this form to Station 4Comment Table. To mail, fold the form in half with the address showing on the outside and seal. Comments
received tonight or post marked by December 30, 2015 will become pa rt of the project record.
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Please provide your comments below regarding the project, the alternative being considered, and the issues
that the Project Team should evaluate for this study. When complete, please return this form to Station 4Comment Table. To mail, fold the f orm in half with the address showing on the outside and seal. Comments
received tonight or post marked by December 30, 2015 will become part of the transcript of this meeting.
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STATE PROJECT NO. H.011295
FEDERAL AID PROJECT H011295
LA 73 (GOVERNMENT ST}: EAST BLVD- LOBDELL AVE
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH, LOUISIANA

Please provide your comments below regard ing t he project, the alternative being considered, and the issues
th at th e Project Team should evaluat e for this study. When complete, please return t his form to Station 4 Comment Table. To mail, fold the form in half with the address showing on the outside and seal. Comm ents
received tonight or post marked by December 30, 2015 will become part of the t ranscri pt of t his meeting.
Concerns
Bus traffic: Buses will pull off into bike lanes to drop-off or pick-up ; how are t he buses going to pull back into
the flow of traffic? (Is a car is going to let the bus in, in bumper to bumper traffic?)
Businesses: Have the current businesses on Govt. St. given input; we don't want to lose any of the current
businesses that are already located on Govt. St, and what guarantees that new business will locate on Govt.
St.? Usually businesses check for a traffic count that is going to pass by their business to decide if they want to
locate there. Are grants, tax breaks, etc., going to be given to get them to locate there?
Bikers: How many bikers will be traveling Govt.St; will it be eno ugh to justify giving up 2 lanes of car travel ?
Schools: There are at least 6 schools: Dufroc Elementary, Baton Rouge High Magnet, Catholic High, St
Joseph's Academy, Bernard Terrace and Our Lady of Mercy, that feed onto Govt. St. How is this traffic issue
going to be worked out?
Accidents : If there is an accident on the new 2 lane Govt. St., will it shut down the whole street? If there is an
accident on the MS bridge will cars be exiting the interstate at Acadian to Government Street to get tr- work
downtown, creating more traffic?
Maintenance: Is the State providing money to maintain all the beautiful landscaping in the design, particularly
in our very intense summers or will the City have to find money in the budget to maintain the landscaping or
will we have overgrown weeds in the proposed landscaping?
Safety:lf safety is the issue, wouldn't money be better spent on Perkins Rd. and College Dr? Slow traffic
Perkins Rd. and/or College Dr. put bike lanes there, that is where the fatalities and accidents are occurring.
Downtown businesses: More people are working downtown. Currently, with 2 west bound lanes in the
morning, traffic is backed up on Govt. St. from before the Interstate to the Centroplex. Additionally, there are 2
exits off the Interstate dumping traffic onto Govt. St. In the afternoon, there are very few east bound street
options other than Govt. St. , especially if there is an accident on the interstate or if there is an accident on
Govern ment Street when it is converted to one lane eastbound. What happens to the traffic when there is an
event at the Centroplex? How far will the single west bound lane back up.
Residential areas: When the Govt. St diet goes into effect, the cars that will not be able to drive down Govt.
St. because of the traffic congestion will be detouring through neighborhoods. The diet will not reduce the
number of cars on the streets; the cars will just go to other streets and create more congestion there.
Reality : Computer projections are just projections. Before we go through with this $13 million project should
we at least try it out for a week, whe n schools are in session and people are going to and from work. Try it;
block Govt. St. to 2 lanes for the whole proposed length, do it for a week during weekdays, when schools are in
session and people are going to work.
Name: Sandra Ribes
Address 1225 Steele Blvd ., Baton Rouge, LA 70806
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Please provide your comments below regarding the project, the alternative being considered, and the issues
that the Project Team should evaluate for this study. When complete, please return this form to Station 4Comment Table. To mail, fold the form in half with the address showing on the outside and seal. Comments
received tonight or post marked by December 30, 2015 will become part of the transcript of this meeting.
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Sunday, December 27, 2015
Dear Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development,
I am writing to provide my feedback regarding State Project No.H.011295 otherwise known as the Government
Street Project. As a resident of MidCity, I am completely IN FAVOR of this project. Here are several reasons why I
am for this project:

1.

I believe that several businesses have moved into the Mid City Government Street corridor and/or fixed up
their places of business already just with the anticipation of this project becoming a reality.

2.

As common driver down this street, moving Government Street to a 31ane highway will provide a calming
of traffic and reduce accidents because we can better predict the left turning driver with a middle turn
lane. Yes, there is the possibility that we might see some accidents with cars using the middle turn lane
but those cars will be slowing down to turn and thus if an accident were to occur then they are traveling
at a much slower rate than a car who hits a drive turning left from behind given the current situation on
Government Street where the drivers are typically traveling between 40-50 mph.

3.

Another positive of moving to a 3 lane highway which includes the center turn lane is that traffic will slow
and allow for pedestrians of the surrounding neighborhoods to begin to feel comfortable walking or riding
our bikes to local restaurants and/or shops.

4.

As this traffic begins to calm, I would also anticipate an increase in use of the North Blvd and North Blvd
Overpass Street to be utilized for downtown commuters which would further help reduce traffic on
Government Street.

5.

In attention to safety factors that this revision of Government Street would provide, I feel that this traffic
calming measure would also help to highlight some ofthe wonderful business and restaurants that we
have in MldCity because commuters would begin to take notice of the businesses while traveling through
our area. Thus I would anticipate patronage for the MidCity Merchants to increase with this project.
Furthermore, it is my understanding that there is significant research to support this thought process.

6.

Finally, I would love to see Government Street spruced up a little with new trees, shrubs, and grass
planted as a small beautification project that all residents and business owners in the area would be
proud of.

Thank you for listening to my view point and my reasons in favor of this project. Now let's take the step to making
what has been a 10+year conversation project into a reality!!
Sincerely,

Britney Piner
2823 Myrtle Avenue
Baton Rouge, LA 70806
225-3 38-1888
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December 28, 2015
State Project No. H.911295
Federal Aid Project H011295
LA 73 (Government Street): East Blvd-Lobdell Ave
East Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana
To Whom It May Concern:
I have owned my resident at 214 Beverly Drive since 1996. I am in support of the new plan to make
Government Street more pedestrian friendly. With the access to downtown Baton Rouge on North
Blvd., I know there are other ways to travel downtown. I work on Louisiana Avenue and use the North
Blvd. route every day. There is very little traffic both in the morning and w hen I am returning home in
the afternoon. I also use North Blvd . when I want to access Jefferson Hwy and Goodwood. All you have
to do is travel on North Blvd. and take a right hand turn on South Foster and you can avoid Government.
Ogden Park has a strong sense of comm unity. We enjoy walking, biking and jogging. I have attempted
to cross Government Street when walking and it's very scary. Not only is it congested, but cars are
zipping by at high speeds. I know that habits die hard and that people who have used Government as a
thoroughfare will not be happy changing their driving patterns. But, it we don't do something different,
then nothing will change.
Please consider approving the new proposal.
Sincerely,

~~.f1'~~
214 Beverly Drive
Baton Rouge, LA 70806

~-~
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Louisiana Department of Transportation
And Development (LOOT)
Environmental Engineering Administrator, Sec. 28
PO Box 92425
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-9245
CommentsSTATE PROJECT NO. H.011295
FEDERAL AID PROJECT H011295
LA 73 (GOVERNMENT ST): EAST BLVD- LOBDELL AVE
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH, LOUISIANA
After reviewing the background data for the project noted above, I am writing to express
my absolute opposition to the project. Reducing Government Street to fewer lanes will,
as noted in your study, increase traffic on Government Street.
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Reducing Government Street to fewer lanes will significantly increase the
hazards on side streets off of Government Street due to large increases in traffic.
This hazard was not addressed on the study.
Fewer traffic lanes on Government Street will delay emergency vehicles from
being able traverse the street, increasing mortality rates for individuals in need of
these services.
Bus services on Government Street will be restricted as noted in the study, which
will hamper travel for the poor that rely on the buses in our community.
Businesses in the Government Street corridor will sustain monetary losses due to
access difficulties caused by the turn lane islands and increases in traffic.
Restructuring the lanes in Government will require shutting down entire lanes of
the street for extended periods of time. This will leave no alternative routes for
commuters that can handle the increased traffic flow.
The cost for the project is prohibitive, especially since the alleged benefits (safety)
noted in the study are debatable at best. Safety will be diminished by both the
road construction and increased traffic referenced in the study.
There are several schools located on or near Government Street- Dufroc, Baton
Rouge High, Key Academy, Catholic High School and Saint Josephs Academy.
Traffic and danger to students, their families and faculty will increase by reducing
the lanes on Government Street. Importantly, three of the schools negatively
impacted provide excellent educational opportunities for the minority community .
. We need to preserve ease of access to these types of opportunities.
The supposed benefit of the project is based on traffic models. Modeling alone is
not a sufficient basis to make such a significant change to a main travel artery.
Trials of the proposed changes should be conducted in lieu of models to
determine the realistic impacts during peak traffic conditions.
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Page 2
•

The public input process to the change has not been inclusive enough for such a
large change to a main thoroughfare. Only one informational meeting has been
held to date. A public hearing should be held to obtain additional input. Public
review of the comments should also be conducted.

Please do not implement a project that will be costly, endanger the community and
increase traffic. Thanks.
Sincerely,

fAJJ~
Phil Kerr, PE

RECEIVE!)

DEC 3 0 2015
DOTD ENVIRONMENTAL
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STATE PROJECT NO. H.011295
FEDERAL AID PROJECT H011295
LA 73 (GOVERNMENT ST}: EAST BLVD- LOBDELL AVE
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH, LOUISIANA
Please provide your comments below regarding the project, the alternative being considered, and the issues
that the Project Team should evaluate for this study. When complete, please return this form to Stat ion 4 Comment Table. To mail, fold the form in half with the address showing on the outside and seal. Comments
received tonight or post marked by December 30 , 2015 will become part of the project record.
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STATE PROJECT NO. H.011295
FEDERAL AID PROJECT H011295
LA 73 (GOVERNMENT ST): EAST BLVD- LOBDEll AVE
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH, LOUISIANA
Please provide your comments below regarding the project, the alternative being considered, and the issues
that the Project Team shou ld evaluate for this study. When complete, please return this form to Station 4Comment Table. To mail, fold the form in half with the address showing on the outside and seal. Comments
received tonight or post marked by December 30, 2015 will become part of the transcript of this meeting.
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409 Wiltz Drive
Baton Rouge, LA 70806
December 18, 2015
LA D.O.T.D.
Environmental Engineer Administrator, Section 28
P.O. Box 94245
Baton Rouge, LA 90804-9245
Re : State and Federal Aid Project No. H011295

Dear D.O.T.D;
Because I'm a resident of Mid-City I have a strong interest in this Government Street project. I'm
an avid walker and cyclist. I lament how unfriendly this city is to cycling. "Share the road" signs
are a tiny step toward inculcating in motorists an awareness of bicycles. By themselves signs can
effect little change when infrastructure provides no real room for sharing. So I'm a big van of bike
lanes and bicycle-enabling infrastructure.
But speaking as a mid-city resident and motorist, I dread th e impact this project will have on the
ease or difficulty of motor vehicle movement. Not just in this part of town, but also in all adjacent
areas which will be affected by how Government ST, especially at Foster DR, will slow traffic flow
to much worse than the prese nt status.
As you know, Government ST currently suffers from almost intolerable congestion in almost all
but the night-time hours. At peak travel times traffic on Government at the Foster intersection is
sometimes backed up more than a quarter mile. I've waited in that queue through as many as 5
light cycles to cross the intersection. And that's if there isn't bumper-kissing on the interstate.
There are only four parallel alternative routes to Government. None of them is viable as an
alternative. Even added up, they' re not an adequate alternative.
Already Capitol Heights has bee n r.1ade a one-way street. The result is great for recreation, but
that has squeezed more traffic onto Government and Claycut RD.
Claycut is a two-lane road which backs up several light cycles at its eastbound intersection with
Foster, and almost as far at Jefferson Highway.
North Blvd. ends at Foster, and is, therefore, only a half-alternative to the length of Government.
Currently, traffic back-ups on N. Blvd where it intersects with Foster are maddening. That's also
going to get worse with forced increased use of both North Blvd. and Foster DR.
1
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Florida is already a parking lot at peak travel times . Where are you going to put all those damn
cars? A "street diet"? Really? Can that possibly work without a vehicle diet?
As a daily user of these streets (a 21-year resident) I find laughable the claim that diversion of a
mere 100 vehicles a day to other streets is all that would be required to keep the daily load of,
what 10,000? motor vehicles moving adequately on Government St with half as many lanes as
now. Again- even when the interstate is not blocked up.
When a C.A.T.S. bus eventually does come along Government, stopping every few hundred feet,
halting movement in the right travel lane, each stop can last 30- 60 seconds. Imagine what that
will do to movement along the street with only one travel lane in each direction. I think we're
talking night terror in broad daylight. Worse than the daily bad dream we now know.
And what about the 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. school"carpool hour"; which is already the cause of near
gridlock in all the neighborhoods and major corridors surrounding Our Lady of Mercy, Bernard
Terrace Elementary, Dufrocq Elementary, Baton Rouge High, Catholic High, and St Joseph's
Academy (involving both parent and student drivers)? Government St., Florida, Acadian Thruway,
Eugene, and Jefferson Highway are primary ingress/egress arteries for all those schools. They're
ALL going to be parking lots once Government is a 2-lane street. Parents will have to take entire
afternoons off just to get to and through the carpool lines, and then home for dinner and
homework by 7 pm.
What about police and fire response times? In peak travel times? In peak travel times behind
C.A.T.S.? At carpool time?
So - who's this going to benefit? A few businesses along Government between Foster and
Eugene? Is that the idea? Is this supposed to turn government ST into the new Austin or
Savannah? Ever heard of Catfish Town? In the unlikely event that you turn Government ST into a
shopping "destination", most visitors will drive there- not bike or walk. Where will they park? In
the residential streets which are already defacto one-lane streets with residential vehicle
parking?
My own home business is likely to suffer. Potential customers already tell me they can't get here
in the hours they have available because of traffic. My "livability" quotient will also suffer. I can
imagine being land-locked between 2 streets (Government and North Blvd) with traffic so thick I
won't be able to exit my neighborhood anymore unless it's between 7 pm and 7 am.
Government ST needs serious healing, for sure. In some spots the overlay is so thick the manhole
covers have become 4" deep potholes - all positioned in the wheel tracks. Cracked surfaces,
patches as bad as the corrected defects, etc. We all know the issues. But if you want to improve

2
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it, just pave, or shave and resurface, it. Synchronize traffic lights. Prohibit left turns at select
intersections. Consider options which would make it easier for drivers to take three right turns
and circle a block to cross Government STat traffic lights.
If you're serious about enhanacing bicycle travel just ramp the sidewalk curbs at EVERY
intersection on both sides of the street. Add ramped sidewalks where sidewalks don't exist- ill!
the way up and down Government ST. Do the same thing on North Blvd. I'd LOVE to be able to
bike all the way to downtown while still permitting the full use of 4 travel lanes for motorized
traffic.
Here's the part of the grand plan that makes me laugh the loudest. The Government ST- Lobdell
intersection is the only one in the entire corridor that works beautifully! And NEVER backs up.
Just like it is. Traffic circles are graceful. But if it's not broke, "fixing it" can only be a sign of
grandstanding or showing off; or deflecting attention from how functionally ugly the rest of the
project really is. This one is proposing a glamorous solution to the unglamorous absence of a
problem. You're willing to constipate the whole length of the street and then dress it up with a
gilded turd at one end? That's the same variety of short-sightedness that has this town crawling
through traffic hell in the first place- development for the sake of it, regardless of the congestion
consequences.
I hope I'm wrong and you're right, because I don't want to imagine the results if you're wrong. I
sincerely believe you're engineering a huge daily frustration pressure cooker.
The project's stated objectives are:
1. Improve pavement condition on Government.
Go for it!!!! You should have stopped there.
2. Provide safe and diverse .mu!timoda! transportation options.
One question: WHY? This language sounds very artificial to me ... a real stretch to make a
skunk smell sweet. "Multimodal options" already abound through adjacent residential
neighborhoods. If additional access is required for Govt. ST itself, ramp the sidewalk
intersections.
3. Contribute to livability and economic revitalization of the corridor.
More smoke screen, diversionary, elliptical language. It will do neither. Livability for
Mid-City residents will decline because of increased traffic congestion will increase the
difficulty of getting ANYWHERE by vehicle.
HOW, exactly, will economic revitalization occur? More euphemism for "this is going to
make somebody rich or hallowed". Will people suddenly start biking up Government
Street to buy furniture or bridal gowns or groceries or art or flower arrangements or to
3
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arrange a bankruptcy or a divorce? There ARE NO high volume businesses in this
corridor that don't already have parking lots. There are very few impulse purchase
retailers. This terminology is a language-slight-of-hand. A hoodwink. A scam.
Somebody is definitely going to benefit from this disaster; but it won't be the residents or the
commuters or the businesses. OR the cyclists and pedestrians, for that matter. As either walker
or biker, I want a curb between me and pissed-off, distracted motorists -the only kind we have
in this town.
I've had to reluctantly admit that Baton Rouge, sadly, is a totally damn automobile town. Period!
(okay, .) Public transportation is a tongue-in-cheek afterthought- if not an outright joke. At best.
We continue to increase developmental density, and feign mystification when traffic doesn't
work. Without robust public transportation or something like license plate-based alternate
driving days, it just won't. We all know we're not progressive enough for any of that. Meanwhile,
eliminating ANY traffic carrying capacity is just ignoring reality and compounding the problem.
Government ST; like Florida, Perkins, Airline, Coursey, Corporate, Sherwood Forest, Greenwell
Springs, etc; is a necessary evil in conveyance corridors. We need their capacity. Making any of
them less useful will not reduce the need for them . Reducing usefulness will only increase the
need, and the available alternatives will not meet the need.
I live here. Where do you live? Are you working on a grant to put the power corridors in your part
of town on a diet?

Sincerely,

U&~
Scott Boatright
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STATE PROJECT NO. H.011295
FEDERAL AID PROJECT H011295
LA 73 (GOVERNMENT ST): EAST BLVD- LOBDELL AVE
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH, LOUISIANA

Please provide your comments below regarding the project, the alternative being considered, and the issues
that the Project Team sho uld eva luate for this study. When complete, please return this form to Station 4Comment Table. To mail, fold the form in half with the address showing on t he outside and seal. Comments
received t onight or post marked by December 30, 2015 will become part of the tra nscript of this meeting.
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I am a lifelong resid ent of the Government St./Garden District area, using Government St. every single
day, and I have many concerns about the proposed Government Street road diet.

First, traffic is so bad of Government to begin with, but those of us who live in the area already have
limited options. North Blvd. ends at Foster Dr., is not well-lit, and desolate at night, since all of the
businesses are only open during the day. Capital Heights is one way, which restricts its use. Florida Blvd.
is inconvenient for those traveling south or to any business along Government St. Claycut is only two
lanes and so is Broussard, which ends at Country Club. (It does n' t seem right to be redirecting traffic
from a four lane, mostly commercial roadway onto one or two lane residential streets either.) We need
Government Street to continue to be four lanes for any Government St. area resident to be able to get
anywhere.

Baton Rouge High's afternoon carpool line stretches from Eugene to Beverly, blocking 1 of the two
westbound lanes, forcing traffic down to one lane. In the one lane that's moving (not the ca rpool line,
w hich is stationary), there is so much traffic, that it's nearly impossible to make a right turn off of a side
street on to Government (westbound) or take a left across that one moving lane on to a side street. The
only way to make a turn is if a driver is courteous enough to stop to let you out. No one is stopping the
single lane to make left turns because directly to the left is the nearly vacant Westmoreland shopping
center. I fear that all of Government Street will become an even larger traffic nightmare when the entire
street is bumper to bumper traffic like this small section already is in the afternoon. Where will this
carpool line go when there's only one lane?

Government St. at Foster Dr. is already atrocious during the evening rush hour. The eastbound signa l
queue is routinely backed up to the post office. On especially bad days, it can extend all the way to the
sign al at Edison. How far will it extend when it's only one lane? Once again, the issue is not with vehicles
stopping traffic to make a left hand turn, it's just the sheer volume of cars attempting to travel through
the intersection to get to Jefferson Hwy. Government St.'s con nectivity to Jefferson Hwy is KEY!

City busses also use Government St. and block the flow of traffic in the right hand lanes. Right now, you
can go around the stopped busses using the left hand lane. If Government St. goes down to two lanes,
the whole st reet will be stuck behind busses. I've read t hat DOTD is attempting to work with CATS to
redu ce the number of bus stops, but CATS should be left alone to create and maintain their bus routes,
stops, and schedules as they see needed. In the future, CATS wil l need to ma ke adjustments to these
things and shouldn' t have to dea l with potentially blocking t raffic by adding additional stops.

The current placement of the medians will block left turns in and out of multiple side street s and
businesses, redu cing access. This will push residents and businesses away f rom the area, which is not
what anyone desires. How will emergency vehicles access Government St. if the road is full of (stopped)
traffic and there are medians every so often blocking the center turn lane t hat could be used for f ire
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trucks, ambulances, etc. to quickly maneuver around traffic? Also, who will be maintaining the
plants/shrubs/etc. in the median? The city? If so, the medians will be overgrown in no t ime sin ce t he city
can barely keep up with what they have already in other parts of Baton Rouge. This will end up looking
junky and may become a ha zard if turning vehicles cannot see above/ around them.

As far as increasing bicycle/pedestrian access, there are already bicycle lanes 1 block south on Capital
Heights. We don't need another bike lane on a parallel route that's so close by. For walkability- w ith
today's uncertainties regarding public safety, I don't choose to walk to nearby places, nor do I plan to. It
has nothing to do with whether or not the roadway is considered "pedestrian friendly." Plus, walking or
riding my bike t o the dry cleaners or grocery store defeats the purpose of actually going to the dry
cleaners or the grocery since my items would be ruined or spoiled by the time I returned home. Baton
Rouge' s weather is not favorable for encouraging people to walk or bike places.

Essentially, the issue is NOT vehicles taking left turns off of Government St, it's that there is just so much
traffic. The center turn lane will not make that much of a difference. It seems ridiculous that lanes would
be removed, redu cing capacity, on an arteria l that's already functioning at a level of serviceD/F. Clearly,
this is more of a feel-good project and not a capacity project. The roadways in Baton Rouge are bursting
at the seams with traffic and we cannot afford to make our situation any worse by taking away travel
lanes. The capacity is needed! Please leave Government St. as it is.

~~

1'2/~0/!5

Mary Jean McAdams, E.l.
141 Bedford Dr.
Baton Rouge, LA 70806
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Maria Reid
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Grismore <jcgrismore@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 29, 2015 11:26 AM
Maria Reid
Better Block BR

Ms. Maria Reid,
I wrote to you back in September about my support of the Better Block BR movement. Small setbacks to the movement
shouldn't derail such an important initiative. I am writing to you again to voice my unconditional support of Better Block
BR. Please continue to push forward. Thank you.
Jason Grismore
Bernard Terrace
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From:
Laurence Cheng

December 09, 2015

LTC BUSINESS, INC.

FABRIC CARE WASHATERIA
2928 GOVERNMENT ST.
BATON ROUGE , LA 70806
TO:
Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development
Environmental Engineering Administrator, Sec. 28
P.O. Box 94245
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-9245
STATE PROJECT NO. H.011295
LA93 (GOVERNMENT ST): EAST BLVD- LOBDELL AVE
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH, LOUISIANA
RE: PARKING LOT PROBLEMS TO OUR LAUNDRY BUSINESS CUSTOMERS
Dear Sir,
My name is Laurence Cheng. I am the president of the LTC Business, Inc. dab Fabric Care Washateria. I
was at the meeting on December 2, 2015 at Grace Baptist Church.
I understood that our existing front parking lot will be used for your project and will no longer be available for
our parking customer.
Our existing was hate ria has approximately 72 feet long parking lot in the front of washateria facing
Government St. It allows 10 cars to park every day. On the side of the building, we also have a parking lot
which will allow another 10 cars to park there. Customers that come to washateria, they usually park in the
front section. On Fridays, Saturdays, Sundays and Mondays, we often see more than 20 cars parked at our
washateria parking lots.
The proposed change on Government St. will affect severely our business operations. We won't have enough
parking spaces for our existing customers any more. We will lose half of our wash customers because they
can find enough parking spaces. Since wash customers have to carry by hand their own laundry baskets
inside of our washateria , they just can't park some other places away from our existing parking lot. Without
the front parking space for customers, they might just go to another washateria.
Please reconsider this project change to our Government St project. This will affect our parking spaces which
is critical to the survivor of our laundry business.
My cellular phone number is: 832-466-8861 (cell)
Thank you for your kind consideration.

Sincerely yours,

~~?
Laurence Cheng
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DOTD’s Responses to Written Comments












Comment
Page No.

Commenter

DOTD’s Response

111

Paula and Mark Moreau,
146 Marquette Ave, BR LA
70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. Regarding your concern with
the east bound lane of Government before Foster, DOTD believes that the lane configuration between Foster
and Jefferson Highway, especially the addition of the left turn lane at Community College Drive will improve the
traffic flow in the area.

112

Evelyn Wares Jackson,
5441 Asphodel Dr, BR LA
70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. A roundabout brochure will
be available at locations near the new roundabout, on the DOTD website, and the DOTD Facebook page before
the roundabout is open to traffic. The roundabout will be striped and signed during all phases of construction.
DOTD will also cooperate with the Capital Area Regional Safety Coalition and neighborhood associations for
educational outreach.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. Following implementation of
DOTD's project, it is the City's responsibility for lighting along the corridor. Although lighting will not be a part of
this project, it may be considered as a future enhancement. We considered burying utilities, however it is very
expensive and would require additional right-of-way. Pedestrian crossings will be provided at signalized
intersections along the route. After implementation of the project, pedestrian patterns can be analyzed to
determine if or where additional crosswalks would be most beneficial.

113

Jennifer Carville, 1944
Country Club Dr, BR LA
70808

114

Richard J. Barbalace, 2142
Hood Ave, BR LA 70808

115

Lynn Maloney-Mujica, 3464
Wilshire Dr, BR LA 70806
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

116

Jen Bernard, 212 S. Fairfax
Dr., BR LA 70806

117

No Name Given

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
The DOTD project team evaluated bus turnouts along Government Street, but we found them to be cost
prohibitive due to the required right-of-way purchase. DOTD is currently seeking partnerships with private
investors and businesses to provide servitudes to use for bus turnout alternatives. Following the
implementation of the project, CATS will reevaluate the number of stops on Government Street, because
walkability would be improved.

118

Marcel Dupre, 7020 Menlo
Dr, BR LA 70808

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
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Comment
Page No.

Commenter

DOTD’s Response

119

Tyler Hicks, 757 Hebert St,
BR LA 70806

1) The intersection of Foster @ Capital Heights is beyond the scope of this project. Your concern will be shared
with the City-Parish for future project planning. 2) The traffic models completed for the project did not show
significant increases in traffic on adjacent streets. 3) The DOTD project team evaluated bus turnouts along
Government Street, but we found them to be cost prohibitive due to the required right-of-way purchase. DOTD
is currently seeking partnerships with private investors and businesses to provide servitudes to use for bus
turnout alternatives. Following the implementation of the project, CATS will reevaluate the number of stops on
Government Street, because walkability would be improved.

120

Eric Ristroph, 2500
McGrath Ave, Apt 3, BR LA
70806

Thank you so much for your comments on this project. The pedestrian facilities along Government Street will
be improved to meet ADA standards. Connectivity to Government Street is beyond the scope of this project.
However, the City-Parish has a sidewalk improvement program that considers high-demand areas for
prioritization of projects. Your concerns will be shared with the City-Parish for future planning.

Mary K. Sentell, 1454
Ormandy Dr, BR LA 70808

The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic model
shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some areas will
have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster.

122

James J. Hoth, 1378
Richland Ave, BR LA 70806

Thank you for your comment. The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street
corridor. The traffic model shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets,
analyses show some areas will have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such
as east bound at Foster.

123

Kurt Ristroph, 1222 Pickett
Ave, BR LA 70808

124

Jack Gremillion,5475
Capital Heights Ave,BR LA
70806

121

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
The DOTD project team evaluated bus turnouts along Government Street, but we found them to be cost
prohibitive due to the required right-of-way purchase. DOTD is currently seeking partnerships with private
investors and businesses to provide servitudes to use for bus turnout alternatives. Following the
implementation of the project, CATS will reevaluate the number of stops on Government Street, because
walkability would be improved. The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street
corridor. The traffic model shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets,
analyses show some areas will have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such
as east bound at Foster. We appreciate your comments and interest in the Government Street Project.
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Comment
Page No.

Commenter

DOTD’s Response

125

Edwina Harvey, 7725B N.
Jefferson Place Circle, BR
LA 70809

126

Chris Doiron, 5714 Castile
Ave, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. The DOTD project team
believes that traffic patterns will adjust after the Government Street project is implemented. Any additional
signage required will be added following implementation.

127

Cyrus J. Greco, 2230 Olive
St, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

128

Eric Stewart, 153 N. 17th
Street, Apt 214, BR LA
70802

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

129

Jason Grier, 4646
Government St, BR LA
70806

130

Weezie Peabody, 671
Marquette Ave, BR LA
70806

131

Bernard Terrace
Neighborhood Association,
PO Box 66466, BR LA
70896-6166

132

Jeffery Leuenberger, 433
Longwood Ct #E, BR LA
70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic model
shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some areas will
have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster. The
addition of a center left-turn lane will help to address the same concerns as your proposed turning movement
limitations.

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. The DOTD project team
evaluated bus turnouts along Government Street, but we found them to be cost prohibitive due to the required
right-of-way purchase. DOTD is currently seeking partnerships with private investors and businesses to provide
servitudes to use for bus turnout alternatives. Following the implementation of the project, CATS will
reevaluate the number of stops on Government Street, because walkability would be improved due to the ADA
compliant sidewalks. Following implementation of DOTD's project, it is the City's responsibility for lighting along
the corridor. Although lighting will not be a part of this project, it may be considered as a future enhancement.
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Comment
Page No.

Commenter

DOTD’s Response

133

Billie Alost, 2772 Windrush
Way, BR LA 70809

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. Currently there is no parking
allowed on Government Street, and no on-street parking is proposed with this project.

134

Christopher Kersey, 3402
Grant Street, Baker, LA
70714

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. The City-Parish is responsible
for lighting on Government Street. Although lighting will not be a part of this project, it may be considered as a
future enhancement.

136

Gregg Snedden, 1061
Marwede Ave, BR LA 70806
Terence J. Alost, M.D.,
2772 Windrush Way, BR LA
70809

137

Randall G. Wells, 6541
Sheffield Avenue, BR LA
70806

138

William and Linda Dawkins,
4541 Claycut Rd, BR LA
70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. Alterations to the ramps on I110 are beyond the scope of this project. However, we will take your comments into account in future planning
efforts.
The DOTD project team evaluated bus turnouts along Government Street, but we found them to be cost
prohibitive due to the required right-of-way purchase. DOTD is currently seeking partnerships with private
investors and businesses to provide servitudes to use for bus turnout alternatives. Following the
implementation of the project, CATS will reevaluate the number of stops on Government Street, because
walkability would be improved.
1) The DOTD project team evaluated bus turnouts along Government Street, but we found them to be cost
prohibitive due to the required right-of-way purchase. DOTD is currently seeking partnerships with private
investors and businesses to provide servitudes to use for bus turnout alternatives. Following the
implementation of the project, CATS will reevaluate the number of stops on Government Street, because
walkability would be improved. 2) The traffic models completed for the project did not show significant
increases in traffic on adjacent streets. The purpose of project is to improve safety on Government Street, and
we believe that can be accomplished without significantly affecting traffic. 3) The sidewalk improvements are
proposed outside of the footprint of the existing lanes of traffic. The proposed use of the existing traffic lanes
includes 2 travel lanes, 1 center two-way-left-turn lane or median, and 2 bicycle lanes near the outside curbs.

139

Julie Betz Floyd, 618 St
Tammany, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

140

No Name Given

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

135
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Comment
Page No.
141
142

143
144

145

Commenter

DOTD’s Response

Dr. DeAnna Ernst, 1579
Keed Ave, BR LA 70806

The DOTD project team is participating in on-going coordination with Dr. Ernst.

Matt Callac, 4305 Capital
Heights Ave, BR LA 70806
Marsanne Golsby, 169
Hearthstone Dr, BR LA
70806
Rev Nathan Ryan, 623
Caddo, BR LA 70806
Robin Neil, 360
Hearthstone Dr, BRLA
70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. The FHWA's Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices does not allow raised separation dividing bicycle lanes from traffic lanes.

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic model
shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some areas will
have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster.

148

Brenda Barron Sharp, 1138
Ashland Dr, BR LA 70806
Lauren Uter, 413
Longwood Ct Apt A, BR LA
70806

149

Sarah Kirkpatrick, 432
Richland Ave, BR LA 70806

150

Rebecca Christofferson,
8958 Cottage Dr, BR LA
70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. The DOTD project team
evaluated bus turnouts along Government Street, but we found them to be cost prohibitive due to the required
right-of-way purchase. DOTD is currently seeking partnerships with private investors and businesses to provide
servitudes to use for bus turnout alternatives. Following the implementation of the project, CATS will
reevaluate the number of stops on Government Street, because walkability would be improved.

151

Carole Anne Brown, 5712
Hyacinth Ave, BR LA 70808

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. The Claycut/Foster
intersection is beyond the scope of this project. However, we will share your concerns with the City-Parish.

146

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
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Comment
Page No.

Commenter

152

Will Uter, 413 Longwood Ct
#A, BR LA 70806

153

Paul Higgins, 7227 Seven
Oaks, BR LA 70806

154

Jeremiah Ariaz, 228 Lovers
Ln, BR LA 70806

155

Ila Stoltzfus, 1024
Glenmore, BR LA 70806

157

Susan McAdams, 221
Bedford Dr, BR LA 70806
Josh Ford, 4556
Government St Unit 3, BR
LA 70806

158

Michael Bibler, 408 Beverly
Dr, BR LA 70806

159

Patrick Alderman, 1023
Park Blvd, BR LA 70806

156

DOTD’s Response
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. The FHWA's Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
does not allow raised separation dividing bicycle lanes from traffic lanes. A roundabout brochure will be
available at locations near the new roundabout, on the DOTD website, and the DOTD Facebook page before the
roundabout is open to traffic. The roundabout will be striped and signed during all phases of construction.
DOTD will also cooperate with the Capital Area Regional Safety Coalition and neighborhood associations for
educational outreach.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. The Jefferson Highway intersection was analyzed as part
of the traffic analysis. Delays at this signal are longer under the proposed configuration when compared to the
existing delays. For the roundabout at Lobdell, the European analysis program did not support a dual-lane
roundabout, instead, a single lane is proposed with bypass lanes for right turns. Landscaping at the roundabout
would be maintained by the City-Parish. We will forward your proposal for a downtown airport memorial.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. We would have preferred to
maintain the bike lanes on Government Street for the length of the project corridor; however, due to the traffic
volume and turning actions along Government between Foster and Jefferson Highway, all four vehicle travel
lanes must be maintained. Bicycle lanes just could not fit within the limited right-of-way.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. A roundabout brochure will
be available at locations near the new roundabout, on the DOTD website, and the DOTD Facebook page before
the roundabout is open to traffic. The roundabout will be striped and signed during all phases of construction.
DOTD will also cooperate with the Capital Area Regional Safety Coalition and neighborhood associations for
educational outreach.
The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic model
shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some areas will
have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. DOTD is working with CATS
to decrease stops following implementation of the project.
Thank you so much for your comment on the project. There will be a dedicated left turn lane at the
Government/Acadian signal for turns north and south onto Acadian.
DOTD is requesting that the City-Parish work with the Schools to improve school zones, car pool queues, and
crosswalks on city streets. Because this project cannot resolve this issue, coordination with the schools will be
necessary to identify alternatives that would relieve backup on Government Street.
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Comment
Page No.

Commenter

DOTD’s Response

160

Don Ortega, 1579 Keed
Ave, BR LA 70806

Currently, bicycle lanes proposed as part of the Government Street Project are on the roadway and separate
from sidewalks. At the roundabout, the crosswalks are designed to be ADA compliant. Also, vehicles
approaching or exiting the roundabout would be traveling at a reduced speed (approx. 15-20 mph). At three of
the four legs of roundabout, pedestrians in the crosswalks are only required to cross one lane of traffic at a time
before being afforded respite at a divider median.

161

Kathleen Callaghan, 715
Drehr Ave, BR LA 70806

162

Justin Alford, 1137 E.
Lakeside Oaks, BR LA 70810

163

Mimi Riche, 990 Stanford
Ave, BR LA 70808

164

Rafael Bermudez, 7633 Old
Sturbridge, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. The Albertson's entrances will not change from the
existing configuration. Plans will be updated to reflect this change.
The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic model
shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some areas will
have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster.

165

G. Waters, 2812 Reymond
Ave, BR LA 70808

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

166

Willie Fontenot, 632 Drehr
Ave, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

167

Muicul Verma, 1051
Camelia, BR LA 70806

168

Janice Evans, 8014
Sevenoaks, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic model
shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some areas will
have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster.

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. Government Street is
an abnormal highway with over two times the state average crash rate. There were over 800 crashes over a
three year period in one section of Government Street. The traffic model shows that there will not be a
significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some areas will have a minor increase in delay
and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster. The DOTD project team evaluated
bus turnouts along Government Street, but we found them to be cost prohibitive due to the required right-ofway purchase. DOTD is currently seeking partnerships with private investors and businesses to provide
servitudes to use for bus turnout alternatives. Following the implementation of the project, CATS will
reevaluate the number of stops on Government Street, because walkability would be improved.
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Comment
Page No.

Commenter

DOTD’s Response
A very similar concept to what is shown on this comment was studied during the alternatives study. This
concept provides bus turnouts within the existing pavement width, however, the transitions to and from the
bus turnout section require approximately 500 feet of length along Government St. This alternative was
presented to DOTD and the City but there were only a few locations where there was enough of a break in
driveway and side street access to include a bus turnout. Also, the removal of the two-way left turn lane was a
concern. For this reason, the proposed alternative shown to the public did not include bus turnouts. Thank you
for your comment.

171

Daniel Shaffer, 4735
Government St, Unit 301,
BR LA 70806
Jennifer Hall, 449
Westmoreland Dr, BR LA
70806

172

No Name Given

173

Clifford Grout, 1224
Carolyn Sue Dr, BR LA
70815

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
The DOTD project team evaluated bus turnouts along Government Street, but we found them to be cost
prohibitive due to the required right-of-way purchase. DOTD is currently seeking partnerships with private
investors and businesses to provide servitudes to use for bus turnout alternatives. Following the
implementation of the project, CATS will reevaluate the number of stops on Government Street, because
walkability would be improved. The project proposes to include a left turn lane at Community College Drive.
DOTD is requesting that the City-Parish work with the Schools to improve school zones and crosswalks on city
streets. Because this project cannot resolve this issue, coordination with the schools will be necessary to
identify alternatives that would relieve backup on Government Street.

174

Chris Funes, 1417 Richland
Ave, BR LA 70808

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

175

Brian Baiamonte

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

176

Ann Howard, 557
Glenmore, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

170

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
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177
178

Commenter

DOTD’s Response

Kyle Moppert, 2170
Terrace Ave, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. DOTD cannot truly test the proposed project as you
suggest, because the street would require re-striping in a temporary fashion, traffic signal heads must be moved
and re-timed, etc. The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The
traffic model shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show
some areas will have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east bound
at Foster.

179

No Name Given
Laurence Lambert, 6363
Esplanade Ave, BR LA
70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

180

Chris Daigle, 6658 LaSalle
Ave, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

183

Kelly Maples, 848 Steele
Blvd, BR LA 70806
Jeannette Dubinin, 326
Westmoreland Dr, BR LA
70806
Mike Coogan, 5930
Goodwood Ave, BR LA
70806

184

Lauren Lee Illing, 2222
Cedar Way, BR LA 70806

185

Sophie C. Gibson, 3956
Churchill Ave, BR LA 70808

181

182

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. The City-Parish is responsible
for establishing the sharrows on Goodwood. We will forward your concerns.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. Currently there is no parking
allowed on Government Street, and no on-street parking is proposed with this project. We would have
preferred to maintain the bike lanes on Government Street for the length of the project corridor; however, due
to the traffic volume and turning actions along Government between Foster and Jefferson Highway, all four
vehicle travel lanes must be maintained. Bicycle lanes just could not fit within the limited right-of-way.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. The intersection of Glenmore and Bawell are beyond the
scope of the project; however, we will forward your comment to the City-Parish. We did not consider a
roundabout at Acadian due to the limited right-of-way and budget for this project.
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187

Debbie Coogan, 5930
Goodwood Ave, BR LA
70806
Scott A. Ritter (Ritter
Maher Architects), 2987
Government St, BR LA
70806

188

Susan Kelliher, 2218 Dove
Hollow Dr, BR LA 70809

189

Brent Caldwell, 1922
Ingleside Dr, BR LA 70808

191

John Broussard, 715 Drehr
Ave, BR LA 70806

192

Sam Stroope, 1816
Wisteria St, BR LA 70802

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. The FHWA's Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
does not allow raised separation dividing bicycle lanes from traffic lanes. At the roundabout, the crosswalks are
designed to be ADA compliant. Also, vehicles approaching or exiting the roundabout would be traveling at a
reduced speed (approx. 15-20 mph). At three of the four legs of roundabout, pedestrians in the crosswalks are
only required to cross one lane of traffic at a time before being afforded respite at a divider median.

193

Jessica Stroope, 1816
Wisteria St, BR LA 70802

DOTD is requesting that the City-Parish work with the Schools to improve school zones and crosswalks on city
streets. previous response about protected bike lanes

194

Sophie C. Gibson, 3956
Churchill Ave, BR LA 70808

Thank you so much for your comments. This issue is being analyzed on a regional level.

195

Stephen Poss, 1827 Tulip
St, BR LA 70802

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

186

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

Thank you so much for your comment on the project. After implementation of the project, pedestrian patterns
can be analyzed to determine if or where additional crosswalks would be most beneficial.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. A crosswalk at Old
Hammond/Jefferson Highway is outside the scope of this project; however, DOTD will take this request into
account in future project planning.
The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic model
shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some areas will
have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster.
Concerning bicycles and pedestrians sharing a wider side path, it is safer to separate bicycles and pedestrians on
separate paths. Also, the project does not have adequate funding for additional right-of-way acquisitions for
wider sidewalks.
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196

Carolyn Deyo, 1827 Tulip
St, BR LA 70802

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. Landscaping will be selected
to minimize maintenance requirements.

197

No Name Given

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. After implementation of the project, pedestrian patterns
can be analyzed to determine if or where additional crosswalks would be most beneficial.

198

Anita Haywood, 5741
Castile Ave, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

199

Allen Lewis, 15644
Hogenville Ave, BR LA
70817

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

200

Ellen Alderman, 1023 Park
Blvd, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. DOTD is requesting that the City-Parish work with the
Schools to improve school zones and crosswalks on city streets.

201

Lori Prochaska, 369
Finchley Ave, BR LA 70806

202

Phillis Kerr, 937 Richland
Ave, BR LA 70806

203

No Name Given

204

Lauren Illing, 2222 Cedar
Way, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The project will
improve the pedestrian access along the corridor. The traffic model shows that there will not be a significant
increase in traffic on the corridor, analyses show some intersections will have a minor increase in delay and
some will have decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster.
Thank you for your comment. The DOTD project team evaluated bus turnouts along Government Street, but we
found them to be cost prohibitive due to the required right-of-way purchase. DOTD is currently seeking
partnerships with private investors and businesses to provide servitudes to use for bus turnout alternatives.
Following the implementation of the project, CATS will reevaluate the number of stops on Government Street,
because walkability would be improved.
Thank you so much for your comments on this project. Following the implementation of this project, the CityParish can analyze bicycle traffic and determine if additional facilities such as Copenhagen turn boxes are
necessary on the corridor.

205

Pat Reily

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
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206

207

Commenter

DOTD’s Response

Steve Maher, 2987
Government St, BR LA
70806

Thank you for your comment. The new driveway location is shown on the exhibit, but the aerial photograph
does not reflect the site upgrades. The island has been shortened to allow room for refuge for a left turner into
the new driveway.

Ben Laurie, 178 Kenwood,
BR LA 70806

1) The DOTD project team evaluated bus turnouts along Government Street, but we found them to be either
cost prohibitive due to the required right-of-way purchase, or difficult to locate in the pavement because they
require 500 feet to transition into and out of the bus turnout area and the center left turn lane is removed.
There were only a few locations where there was enough of a break in driveway and side street access to
include a bus turnout. Also, the removal of the two-way left turn lane was a concern. For this reason, the
proposed alternative shown to the public did not include bus turnouts. DOTD is currently seeking partnerships
with private investors and businesses to provide servitudes to use for bus turnout alternatives. Following the
implementation of the project, CATS will reevaluate the number of stops on Government Street, because
walkability would be improved. 2) At the Audubon to Kentwood block the island is placed where there are no
driveways on either side of Government Street and it is short enough that it allows refuge for vehicles turning
into Audubon and Kenwood. This island should not restrict access. The island just east of Apartment Court has
been eliminated and two driveways have been added back for the building on the corner that houses multiple
businesses. 3. Islands have been proposed in this residential area in locations chosen to minimize disruption to
access. The splitter islands at the roundabout have been designed in accordance with DOTD's Design Guidelines
for roundabouts.

208

Brendan Karch, 960
Camelia Ave, BR LA 70806

209

Liz Walker, 680 Jefferson
Hwy, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. We would have preferred to
maintain the bike lanes on Government Street for the length of the project corridor; however, due to the traffic
volume and turning actions along Government between Foster and Jefferson Highway, all four vehicle travel
lanes must be maintained. Bicycle lanes just could not fit within the limited right-of-way.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. The DOTD project team evaluated bus turnouts along
Government Street, but we found them to be cost prohibitive due to the required right-of-way purchase. DOTD
is currently seeking partnerships with private investors and businesses to provide servitudes to use for bus
turnout alternatives. Following the implementation of the project, CATS will reevaluate the number of stops on
Government Street, because walkability would be improved. The two-way-left turn lane being added should
alleviate delays currently caused by left turning vehicles.
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210

Carl Motsenbocker, 1832
Blouin Ave, BR LA 70808

Thank you for your comments on the project. The DOTD project team evaluated bus turnouts along
Government Street, but we found them to be cost prohibitive due to the required right-of-way purchase. DOTD
is currently seeking partnerships with private investors and businesses to provide servitudes to use for bus
turnout alternatives. We would have preferred to maintain the bike lanes on Government Street for the length
of the project corridor; however, due to the traffic volume and turning actions along Government between
Foster and Jefferson Highway, all four vehicle travel lanes must be maintained. Bicycle lanes just could not fit
within the limited right-of-way. The speed limit will be set appropriately for the corridor and the new
configuration.

211

Robert Howerton, 7161
Sheffield Ave, BR LA 70806

212

Mikaila Dougherty, 1935
Tulip St, BR LA 70806

213

David Mooney, 4205
Capital Heights Ave 70806

214

Kristi-Jo Preston, 960
Camelia Ave, BR LA 70806

215

216

217

Kirk Herrmann, 1025
Rittiner Dr, BR LA 70806
Fairleigh Jackson, 3945
Hundred Oaks Ave, BR LA
70808
Scott and Shannon Haltom,
6051 Government St, BR LA
70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. We would have preferred to
maintain the bike lanes on Government Street for the length of the project corridor; however, due to the traffic
volume and turning actions along Government between Foster and Jefferson Highway, all four vehicle travel
lanes must be maintained. Bicycle lanes just could not fit within the limited right-of-way.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. After implementation of the
project, pedestrian patterns can be analyzed to determine if or where additional crosswalks would be most
beneficial.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. The FHWA's Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices does not allow raised separation dividing bicycle lanes from traffic lanes. After
implementation of the project, pedestrian patterns can be analyzed to determine if or where additional
crosswalks would be most beneficial.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. After implementation of the
project, pedestrian patterns can be analyzed to determine if or where additional crosswalks would be most
beneficial.

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
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218

Commenter

L.E. L'Herisson, 673 N. 7th
St, BR LA 70802

DOTD’s Response
1) A roundabout brochure will be available at locations near the new roundabout, on the DOTD website, and
the DOTD Facebook page before the roundabout is open to traffic. The roundabout will be striped and signed
during all phases of construction. DOTD will also cooperate with the Capital Area Regional Safety Coalition and
neighborhood associations for educational outreach. Cyclists frequently use the roundabouts installed on River
Road without issue. 2) The DOTD project team evaluated bus turnouts along Government Street, but we found
them to be cost prohibitive due to the required right-of-way purchase. DOTD is currently seeking partnerships
with private investors and businesses to provide servitudes to use for bus turnout alternatives. Following the
implementation of the project, CATS will reevaluate the number of stops on Government Street, because
walkability would be improved. 3) Proposed improvements to sidewalks are not located within the existing or
proposed roadway space. Raised medians provide refuge for pedestrians when crossing roadways. 4) Providing
lanes for cyclist will make bicycle travel more attractive. The only portion of Government St. with 25000
vehicles per day is from Foster to Jefferson and the number of travel lanes will not be changed in this area. 5)
Road diets are a proven safety treatment and have been used throughout the United States on roadways with
similar traffic volumes to Government St. There were over 800 crashes on Gov't Street in a recent three year
period which is an abnormal crash rate for the State. 6) A minimal number of median islands have been added
to the corridor. Most have been added adjacent to one way streets in order to not affect left turners. New left
turn lanes are proposed at Acadian and Park from Government. 7) Improving the corridor to add multi-modes of
transportation, streetscaping and improved pedestrian facilities has been shown to encourage a healthier
lifestyle and should attract more walkers. 8) See response to no. 6 above. The main purpose of project is to
improve safety along the Government Street corridor. 9) The traffic model shows that there will not be a
significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some intersections on Government St. will have
a minor increase in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster. The traffic
model showed a diversion of less than 2 vehicles per minute during the peak hour to North Blvd. 10) The models
showed that a road diet will operate similarly to the existing roadway. The safety improvements should cut
down on traffic incidents will generally improve traffic flow. 11) No median barriers are proposed on this
project. 12) See response to no. 5 above. 13 & 14) Your comments have been noted and will be included in the
Environmental Document for this project. 15) The roundabout is very close to several BREC parks and facilities.
The designated walkways and low speeds provided by the proposed roundabout should better accommodate
pedestrians than the existing intersection at Lobdell Ave.
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220

Matt Diez, 5954 Eastwood
Dr, BR LA 70806

221

Maria DiVincenti, 3036
Myrtle Ave, BR LA 70806

222

Nancy Gilbert, 220 Bedford
Dr, BR LA 70806

223

Doug Moore, 308 Wiltz Dr,
BR LA 70806

224

Thurston Hahn III, 345 S.
Waverly Dr, BR LA 70806

225

Anna Howard, 572 Finchley
Ave, BR LA 70806

DOTD’s Response
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. There is an existing crosswalk
at Dufrocq School. DOTD is requesting that the City-Parish work with the Schools to improve school zones and
crosswalks on city streets. The FHWA's Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices does not allow raised
separation dividing bicycle lanes from traffic lanes. We would have preferred to maintain the bike lanes on
Government Street for the length of the project corridor; however, due to the traffic volume and turning actions
along Government between Foster and Jefferson Highway, all four vehicle travel lanes must be maintained.
Bicycle lanes just could not fit within the limited right-of-way. All bicycle routes will be appropriately signed.
Additional bicycle facilities on Goodwood are within the jurisdiction of the City-Parish and beyond the scope of
this project. We will share your comment with the City-Parish.
The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic model
shows that there will not be a significant increase in in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such
as east bound at Foster. The traffic model also does not show a significant diversion of traffic to adjacent
streets. Three lane sections are inherently safer than 5-lane sections due to a lesser number of conflict points.
Thank you for your comments.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We are currently optimistic regarding getting the project
to construction bids by December 2016. As with all projects with many coordinating agencies, schedules are
fluid. We believe that the Government Street project is one of City and State's priorities.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. We would have preferred to
maintain the bike lanes on Government Street for the length of the project corridor; however, due to the traffic
volume and turning actions along Government between Foster and Jefferson Highway, all four vehicle travel
lanes must be maintained. Bicycle lanes just could not fit within the limited right-of-way. All bicycle routes will
be appropriately signed.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. We would have preferred to
maintain the bike lanes on Government Street for the length of the project corridor; however, due to the traffic
volume and turning actions along Government between Foster and Jefferson Highway, all four vehicle travel
lanes must be maintained. Bicycle lanes just could not fit within the limited right-of-way. All bicycle routes will
be appropriately signed.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. After implementation of the project, pedestrian patterns
can be analyzed to determine if or where additional crosswalks would be most beneficial. Following the
implementation of the project, CATS will reevaluate the number of stops on Government Street, because
walkability would be improved.
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226

227

Commenter

DOTD’s Response

Karoline Rees, 6940
Government, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. A roundabout brochure will
be available at locations near the new roundabout, on the DOTD website, and the DOTD Facebook page before
the roundabout is open to traffic. The roundabout will be striped and signed during all phases of construction.
DOTD will also cooperate with the Capital Area Regional Safety Coalition and neighborhood associations for
educational outreach. The City-Parish will be responsible for vegetation maintenance following construction.
We will share your concerns with City-Parish.

Craig Schiro, 6820
Government St, BR LA
70806

The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic model
shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some areas will
have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster. DOTD
is requesting that the City-Parish work with the Schools to improve school zones and crosswalks on city streets.
The Government Street at Marquette intersection is in a school zone with marked crosswalks and crossing
guard. Road diets, by design, do tend to reduce speeds, but this area will continue to be monitored by the CityParish for possible further safety enhancements. The Goodwood neighborhood traffic calming project is beyond
the scope of the Government Street project. However, we will share your concerns with the City-Parish.

229

Rannah Gray, 2333
Wisteria St, BR LA 70806
David Heroman, 2291
Government St, BR LA
70806

230

Sam Irwin, 5436 S. Afton
Pkwy, BR LA 70806

231

R.G. Haywood, 5741 Castile
Ave, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
The DOTD project team contacted business owners who would potentially have access or parking impacted by
the proposed project. We did not intend any ill will by excluding those business owners whose access or
parking would be unchanged.

232

Gordon Meese

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

233

illegible signature

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

228

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

Thank you for your comments. The median island you were concerned about has been shortened.
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Marilyn Burgess, 1156
Steele Blvd, BR LA 70806

The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic model
shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses of intersections showed
some areas will have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east bound
at Foster.

235

Tim Elder (777-0955)

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. This intersection is included
in the improvements proposed with this project. Left turns will be allowed out of Goodwood Park; however, the
right turn lane from Jefferson Highway is no longer within close proximity to the Goodwood Park/Government
Street intersection and will be signalized. The Jefferson Highway intersection reconfiguration should improve
operations at the Esplanade/West Ardenwood intersections leaving additional space and gaps for left turning
vehicles.

236

Allie Schmitt, 6867
Sheffield Ave, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. After implementation of the project, pedestrian patterns
can be analyzed to determine if or where additional crosswalks would be most beneficial.

237

Jim Pahl, 732 Pierce Ave,
BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. 1) The proposed layout shows a right in right out
driveway to Government Street from CVS. This configuration should prevent eastbound traffic from turning left
into CVS across the new left turn lane. With the added westbound left turn lane at the intersection, vehicles
will be more likely to enter the CVS off of S. Acadian Thruway. 2) A roundabout brochure will be available at
locations near the new roundabout, on the DOTD website, and the DOTD Facebook page before the roundabout
is open to traffic. The roundabout will be striped and signed during all phases of construction. DOTD will also
cooperate with the Capital Area Regional Safety Coalition and neighborhood associations for educational
outreach. 3) All bicycle routes will be appropriately signed.

238

Mark Bowen, 4444 Claycut
Rd, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

Charles Pecquet, 607
Hebert St, BR LA 70806

The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic model
shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some
intersections will have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east
bound at Foster.

234

239
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240

Dory Ramsey, 5461 N.
College Hill Dr, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. We would have preferred to
maintain the bike lanes on Government Street for the length of the project corridor; however, due to the traffic
volume and turning actions along Government between Foster and Jefferson Highway, all four vehicle travel
lanes must be maintained. Bicycle lanes just could not fit within the limited right-of-way. All bicycle routes will
be appropriately signed and the intersection at Jefferson provides a signalized crossing for bikes.

241

Adam Knapp, 2030 Kleinert
Ave, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. 1) The City-Parish would like to keep that signal in place.
2) This project will allow left turns at the Government Street intersections with both Park and Acadian. 3)
Crosswalks at major intersections will be improved.

242

Scott Cornelius, 720 Carol
Marie Dr, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. DOTD has chosen to use the 11-foot standard lane width
for roadways with truck and bus traffic. Pedestrian access will be improved throughout the entire project
corridor. Due to the traffic volume and turning actions at the Government/Foster intersection all the existing
travel lanes are needed at S. Foster. Ending the bike lanes at Moore allows for a median island on Government
just west of Moore that can accommodate a bicycle crossing prior to transitioning to the wider roadway at S.
Foster. After implementation of the project, pedestrian patterns can be analyzed to determine if or where
additional crosswalks would be most beneficial. The shared-use path as you proposed would be under CityParish jurisdiction. We will forward your comment to be considered in future project development.

243

No Name Given

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. Sidewalks will be buffered from the roadway as much as
possible by green space and street trees. However, the right-of-way and project budget are limited.

244

Brad Jensen, 204 Hearthstone Dr, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

245

Amanda Takais, 4100
Hansen St, BR LA 70806

246

Sharon Pecquet, 607
Hebert St, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. After implementation of the project, pedestrian patterns
can be analyzed to determine if or where additional crosswalks would be most beneficial. All bicycle routes will
be appropriately signed.
The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic model
shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some
intersections will have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east
bound at Foster. We have had several stakeholders meeting and the public meeting was very well attended.
Public comments will be considered to determine if the project should move forward.
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Commenter
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Ava Lancaster, 1525
Ormandy Dr, BR LA 70808

The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic model
shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some
intersections will have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east
bound at Foster.

248

Andy Piner, 2823 Myrtle
Ave, BR LA 70806

249

Nathaniel Klumb, 946
Parlange Dr, BR LA 70806

251

Margaret Read, 252
Hearthstone Drive, BR LA
70806

252

Mike Zobrest, 1025
Richland Ave, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. The DOTD project team did not include roundabouts at
Acadian Thruway or Jefferson Highway due to the amount of additional right-of-way that would be needed at
each site. All curbs will be "buffer-style" or barrier-style in areas where there are no cross-streets or driveways.
After implementation of the project, pedestrian patterns can be analyzed to determine if or where additional
crosswalks would be most beneficial. Trees cannot be added to the vegetated median islands as part of a DOTD
project. It is possible that the City-Parish can add more landscaping following the road transfer.
The sharrows/proposed crosswalk on Claycut/Goodwood would be established by the City-Parish. The CityParish would be in charge of any changes to these sharrows. We will share your concerns with City-Parish for
future project planning. The Jefferson Hwy/Government St. intersection is being reconfigured as part of this
project. The right turn lane from Jefferson Highway would not be as close to the Goodwood Park/Government
Street intersection as it is currently and would be a part of the signalized intersection at Jefferson. The Jefferson
Highway intersection reconfiguration should improve operations at the Esplanade/West Ardenwood
intersections leaving additional space for left turning vehicles. The reconfigured intersection should function
better than the existing configuration.

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic model
shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some
intersections will have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east
bound at Foster. The DOTD project team evaluated bus turnouts along Government Street, but we found them
to be cost prohibitive due to the required right-of-way purchase. DOTD is currently seeking partnerships with
private investors and businesses to provide servitudes to use for bus turnout alternatives. Following the
implementation of the project, CATS will reevaluate the number of stops on Government Street, because
walkability would be improved. Improvements to Hundred Oaks and Broussard are beyond the scope of this
project; however, we will share your comments with the City-Parish for consideration for future project
planning.
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Commenter
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J. Marion Matherne, 655 S
Carrollton Ave, BR LA
70806

The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic model
shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some
intersections will have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east
bound at Foster. The Lobdell-Independence Park-Government St intersection was analyzed using traffic
modeling software specific for roundabout design and traffic operations. The intersection's performance was
improved with the roundabout. The addition of bicycle lanes is in compliance with the Complete Streets policy.
The proposed layout shows two driveways on this property. Thank you for
your comment.

254

Dr. Michael J. Maginnis,
2222 Government St, BR LA
70806

255

Kent Caldwell, 1922
Ingleside Dr, BR LA 70808

256

Ben Peabody, 671
Marquette, BR LA 70806

257

Karen Zobrist, 1026
Richland Ave, BR LA 70806

The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic model
shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some
intersections will have a minor increase in delay and some will have decreases in delay, such as east bound at
Foster.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. The main purpose of project is to improve safety along
the Government Street corridor. The traffic model shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic
on adjacent streets, analyses show some intersections will have a minor increase in delay and some will have
decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster. Additional turning restrictions as you suggest may be
evaluated after the project is implemented and traffic operations can be observed.
Thank you so much for your comments. The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the
Government Street corridor. The traffic model shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on
adjacent streets, analyses show some intersections will have a minor increase in delay and some will have
decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster. Changes to Claycut as you propose are within the City-Parish
jurisdiction. We will share your concerns with the City-Parish.
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258

Michael Kopynec, 320
Misty Creek Dr, BR LA
70808

Thank you for your comments on the project. The main purpose of the project is to improve safety along the
Government Street corridor. The DOTD project team is evaluating the median openings to provide access for
side streets, businesses and homeowners, while trying to limit the number of potential conflict points crossing
Government Street.

259

Daniel Gunther, 264
Richland Ave, BR LA 70806

260

Donald G. Hunter, 2605
Lancelot Dr, BR LA 70816

261

Debbye Calmes, 7213
LaSalle Ave, BR LA 70806

262

Henry W. Gautreau, Jr.,
421-D Longwood Court, BR
LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. The main purpose of project is to improve safety along
the Government Street corridor. The traffic model shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic
on adjacent streets, analyses show some areas will have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have
decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster.

263

James Gershey, 264
Richland Ave, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

264

Jan Shoemaker, 1801
Ormandy Dr, BR LA 70808

265

Traci T. Johnson, Longwood
Court, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. We would have preferred to
maintain the bike lanes on Government Street for the length of the project corridor; however, due to the traffic
volume and turning actions along Government between Foster and Jefferson Highway, all four vehicle travel
lanes must be maintained. Bicycle lanes just could not fit within the limited right-of-way. Plans will include
dotted line at side streets to delineate the edge line of the bicycle lane.

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. The main purpose of the project is to improve safety
along the Government Street corridor. 1) The raised medians east of Longwood Court will decrease the
likelihood of drivers using the center turn lane as another travel lane. 2) The traffic model shows that traffic
congestion on Government Street should not be significantly impacted. Some intersections may have a minor
increase in delay; however, other areas will have decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster. 3) The
Albertson's entrances will not change from the existing configuration. Plans will be updated to reflect this
change. 4) Some businesses will have right-in-right-out accessibility from Government, unless they are situated
at a corner with side street access. Access management techniques such as limiting left turns will improve
traffic conditions on Government Street. 5) The raised median will control the number of vehicles that can
store in the center lane. Left turners will have only one lane of oncoming traffic to cross. It should be easier to
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Joanne Ryan, 1611 St. Rose
Ave, BR LA 70808

find a gap and should clear the center lane. 6) Motorists are not allowed to travel in the bike lanes. Motorists
and bicyclists must be aware of the traffic rules and maintain situational awareness when traveling on
Government Street. 7) The traffic model for this project has shown that traffic delays eastbound at Foster and
Edison will improve. Traffic delays eastbound at Acadian Thruway may increase due to the additional left turn
phases necessary for the signal. 8) Left turns from Longwood Court will be permissible and possible during most
times. Peak traffic periods may still require right turns and U-turns.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. Pedestrian access will be improved over the entire
length of the project corridor. Crosswalks will be identified at each signalized intersection. After
implementation of the project, pedestrian patterns can be analyzed to determine if or where additional
crosswalks would be most beneficial.

268

Kay Gilbert, 208 Beverly
Drive, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. DOTD cannot truly test the
proposed project as you suggest, because the street would require re-striping in a temporary fashion, traffic
signal heads must be moved and re-timed, etc. There are numerous routes east-west to/from downtown (i.e.,
South Blvd, North Blvd, Florida Blvd, North Street, Convention St, Main Street). Most of the east-west streets
are interconnected by north-south grid streets (eg. 19th/Park, S. 22nd, Eugene, Acadian, Foster, N. Ardenwood,
Lobdell). The raised medians are not continuous throughout the corridor. Vehicles can make way for
emergency vehicles by pulling over onto the right side of the road and allowing passage on the left. Also,
emergency vehicles can control traffic signals to move through traffic. DOTD will coordinate with the City-Parish
and the Diocese to improve traffic management around schools. The traffic model shows that there will not be
a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some areas will have a minor increase in delay
and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster.

270

Connie Guillotte, 2126
Myrtle Ave, BR LA 70806

267

271

272

Betty and Ronnie Fenasci,
7401 Sevenoaks Ave, BR LA
70806
Laurence J. Simoneaux,
5445 Government St #205,
BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. The main purpose of project
is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic model shows that there will not be a
significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some areas will have a minor increase in delay
and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster.
Thank you so much for attending the public meeting. This meeting's attendance was higher than expected and
much higher than other DOTD projects. Your concerns regarding speed enforcement are within the jurisdiction
of the City-Parish. We will share your concerns with City-Parish.
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275

Tara Titone, 800 North Blvd
Ste 200, BR LA 70802
Catherine Coates and Brian
Hales, 665 Ursuline Dr, BR
LA 70808
Jennifer Browning, 730
Spanish Town Rd #2, BR LA
70802

276

Chad Prather, 1737 May
Street, BR LA 70808

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

277

Susan Griffon, 405
Hearthstone Dr, BR LA
70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

273

274

279

Sarah Kracke, 255 Beverly
Drive, BR LA 70806
Everett G. Powers, 2250
Government St, BR LA
70806

280

Pam Volentine Rushing,
1673 Belmont Ave, BR LA
70808

281

Terri Singleton, 724
Bienville St, BR LA 70806

278

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. The FHWA's Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
does not allow raised separation dividing bicycle lanes from traffic lanes.

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. The DOTD project team
considered colored pavement for bike lanes in this project. However, due to the limited funding available for
the project, the extra cost for colored pavement was not identified as a sound investment for this project.
Following the implementation of this project, the City-Parish can analyze bicycle traffic and determine if
additional facilities such as colored pavement would be a wise investment in the corridor.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. The existing bus service is
one bus per hour in non-peak times. This will not be reduced due to the project. The sharrows on
Claycut/Goodwood and Capital Heights are established by the City-Parish. City-Parish will continue to develop
and revise the bike plan and crossings on adjacent and connecting routes to complement the Government
Street improvements for bikes and pedestrians.
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282

Madison Braziel, 356
Apartment Ct. Dr #20, BR
LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

283

Samuel Sanders, 419 N.
19th Street, BR LA 70802

284

B. Blake May, 1213
Richland Ave, BR LA 70806

285

Richard Raynie, 2337
Government St, BR LA
70806

287

Robert Truax, 417 C
Longwood Court, BR LA
70806

289

Rick Moreland,
enmore@lsu.edu

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. The main purpose of project
is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. The traffic model shows that there will not be a
significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets. The traffic model is based on actual traffic counts collected
and traffic movements typical within the project corridor. The City-Parish has jurisdiction over local streets. We
will share your requests with City-Parish planners.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. 1) The addition of a raised turning lane island will identify
that westbound left turns are not allowed into businesses within proximity to the intersections. 2) The DOTD
project team will notify homeowners/business owners of changes to landscaping/parking prior to final design.
3) This project will repair the pavement. The scope of this project did not include a redesign of the drainage due
to cost constraints. 4) Pavement repairs and overlay should address some of these concerns. 5) Water and
sewer upgrades are beyond the scope of this project. Those utilities are within the jurisdiction of the CityParish. 6) Contract Administration for this project will be conducted by a local DOTD Project Engineering
construction/inspection team. All DOTD construction standards and specifications will be upheld. Any
substandard work will be addressed properly according to established Department policies. 7)
Homeowners/Business owners may visit the project's website, which will have updates when available. 8) The
corridor will be overlaid with asphalt.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. This project is a priority of DOTD and City-Parish. DOTD
agrees that the road and sidewalks require repair. The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the
Government Street corridor. The accident data supports the proposed Road DIet configuration. Traffic
enforcement on Government Street is within the jurisdiction of the City-Parish. Your concerns regarding the
lack of enforcement will be shared with the City-Parish.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We would have preferred to maintain the bike lanes on
Government Street for the length of the project corridor; however, due to the traffic volume and turning actions
along Government between Foster and Jefferson Highway, all four vehicle travel lanes must be maintained.
Bicycle lanes just could not fit within the limited right-of-way. DOTD appreciates your proposed detour route.
Bicyclists can choose to stay on Government within the travel lanes with vehicle traffic. Improvements beyond
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the Government Street corridor are outside the scope of this project and are within the jurisdiction of the CityParish. The City-Parish will continue to develop and revise the bike plan and crossings on adjacent and
connecting routes to complement the Government Street improvements for bikes and pedestrians.

291

Dorothy Prowell, 2230
Tulip St, BR LA 70806

292

Leif Remo, 2360 Myrtle
Ave, BR LA 70806

Thank you for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. DOTD has chosen to use the 11-foot
standard lane width for roadways with truck and bus traffic. Pedestrian access will be improved throughout the
entire project corridor. Due to the traffic volume and turning actions at the Government/Foster intersection,
the bike lanes must end at Moore to allow for all of the necessary vehicle lanes. After implementation of the
project, pedestrian patterns can be analyzed to determine if or where additional crosswalks would be most
beneficial. The DOTD project team did not include roundabouts at Acadian Thruway or Jefferson Highway due to
the amount of required right-of-way at each site. Changes to stormwater management systems on Government
Street are beyond the scope of this project.

295

Claire Dixon, 5185 Abelia
Dr, BR LA 70806

Thank you for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

297

Laverne Simoneaux, 248
Richland, BR LA 70806

298

David L. Applegate,
Applegate Industrial
Materials, Inc., P.O. Box
428, BR LA 70821

Thank you for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you for your comments on the project. The signals for the railroads were not included on the exhibits for
the public meeting. The DOTD project team has coordinated with KCS to determine the best design for signals
while allowing for full access of the adjacent sidewalk. The designs will be changed to show a driveway and the
tree will be removed. Additional coordination will be needed during design to mitigate safety, sight distance,
and railroad crossing issues which may impact the location of the driveway. There is no existing driveway
between Iberville and 14th Street and there is barrier curb. The proposed exhibit does not change the existing
conditions. The property will be accessible from the side streets. Sidewalks will be improved over the entire
corridor. The planning for this project takes into account all reasonable and foreseeable projects for the
corridor. Traffic law enforcement is beyond the jurisdiction of DOTD. We will share your concerns with CityParish. However, be assured that the RR intersection will be signed, lighted and have the appropriate barriers.

301

Robin McAndrew, 305
Beverly Dr, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
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302

Verne J. Dicharry, Jr., Brew
Bacher's, 5580
Government, BR LA 70806;
18070 N. Mission Hills, BR
LA 70810

The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the Government Street corridor. Traffic analyses show
that traffic on the corridor would be no worse than today. Emergency vehicles can control the signals along the
corridor to allow passage through heavy traffic. The addition of bicycle lanes is in compliance with the Complete
Streets policy.

303

Kathy Simino, 335 Richland
Ave, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

304

Dean Wedlake, 328 Lovers
Ln, BR LA 70806

305

Don R. McAdams, Jr., 2527
Broussard St, BR LA 70808

306

Lori Davis, 7240 Palmetto
Dr, BR LA 70808

309

Martin A. Bourgeois, 323
Beverly Dr, BR LA 70806

310

Bryan Piazza, 2915 Myrtle
Ave, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you for your comments on the project. The medians in the center turn lane provide control of access
along the corridor to limit turns near one way streets to improve safety. The traffic analyses show that traffic on
the corridor would be no worse than today. Emergency vehicles can control the signals along the corridor to
allow passage through heavy traffic. The addition of bicycle lanes is in compliance with the Complete Streets
policy.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. The DOTD project team will coordinate with the CityParish regarding the queue at the Dufrocq School and school zones. Crosswalk facilities will be improved as part
of this project. Following project implementation, pedestrian crosswalks will be analyzed for any needed
changes. The DOTD project team evaluated bus turnouts along Government Street, but we found them to be
cost prohibitive due to the required right-of-way purchase. DOTD is currently seeking partnerships with private
investors and businesses to provide servitudes to use for bus turnout alternatives.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. The DOTD project team evaluated bus turnouts along
Government Street, but we found them to be cost prohibitive due to the required right-of-way purchase. DOTD
is currently seeking partnerships with private investors and businesses to provide servitudes to use for bus
turnout alternatives.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. The road diet treatment did
not continue onto the downtown portion of Government due to traffic queuing onto I-110 during events at the
River Center. Baton Rouge City Police requested the use of all lanes in this segment. Bike lanes end at Eddie
Robinson with connections through proposed or existing sharrows to North Boulevard, South Boulevard, and
Terrace. The City-Parish has a Bike Master Plan available online
(https://brgov.com/dept/planning/bike/PDF/BikeMasterPlan.pdf) with an interactive map showing all proposed
and active bike facilities in East Baton Rouge Parish.
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312

Georgann Captain, 323
Beverly Dr, BR LA 70806
Kimberly Munro & Craig
Dengel, 424 St. Rose Ave,
BR LA 70806

313

Center for Planning
Excellence, 100 Lafayette
St, BR LA 70801

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. Bike lanes end at Eddie
Robinson with connections through proposed or existing sharrows to North Boulevard, South Boulevard, and
Terrace. The City-Parish has a Bike Master Plan available online
(https://brgov.com/dept/planning/bike/PDF/BikeMasterPlan.pdf) with an interactive map showing all proposed
and active bike facilities in East Baton Rouge Parish. Crosswalks will be improved at signalized intersections.
After implementation of the project, pedestrian patterns can be analyzed to determine if or where additional
crosswalks would be most beneficial. Crosswalks and bike lanes will be appropriately signed.

314

Daek McInnis, 2350 Tulip
St, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

315

Sherry McInnis, 2350 Tulip
St, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

316

Natalie DelPino, 455
Croydon Ave, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

317

Brock Gomez, 455 Croydon
Ave, BR LA 70806

318

Sandra Ribes, 1225 Steele
Blvd, BR LA 70806

311

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you for your comments on the project. 1) Buses are required to drop-off and pick-up passengers at the
curb, then rejoin normal traffic flow. 2) In addition to the Public Meeting on December 17, 2015, business
owners who may incur impacts to parking availability or access changes were invited to a meeting to discuss the
project on December 2, 2014. Traffic models show that there will not be a significant reduction in the number
of cars on Government Street per day following the implementation of the project. 3) Including bike lanes in
the roadway is in compliance with the Complete Streets policy. 4) The DOTD project team will coordinate with
the City-Parish and the Diocese regarding traffic management around the schools. 5) It is state law to move
accidents out of traffic lanes as soon as possible. There is also room to maneuver around accidents by
temporarily using the center lane in areas where there are no raised medians or the bike lanes. For
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accidents/incidents on the interstate system, there are numerous routes east-west to/from downtown (i.e.,
South Blvd, North Blvd, Florida Blvd, North Street, Convention St, Main Street). 6) After implementation of the
road diet project, it is anticipated that the City-Parish will assume ownership of Government Street. Ownership
of the street includes the responsibility of maintenance. 7) There are other projects planned for Perkins Road
(LA 427); however, College Drive is not within DOTD jurisdiction. 8) There are numerous routes east-west
to/from downtown (i.e., South Blvd, North Blvd, Florida Blvd, North Street, Convention St, Main Street). Most
of the east-west streets are interconnected by north-south grid streets. The traffic model shows that there will
not be a significant increase in traffic on adjacent streets, analyses show some areas will have a minor increase
in delay and some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster. 10) DOTD cannot truly test
the proposed project as you suggest, because the street would require re-striping in a temporary fashion, traffic
signal heads must be moved and re-timed, etc.

319

Britney Piner, 2823 Myrtle
Ave, BR LA 70806

321

Susan L. Murrell, 214
Beverly Dr, BR LA 70806

322

Phil Kerr

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you for your comments on the project. 1) The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the
Government Street corridor. The traffic model shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on
adjacent streets, analyses show some intersections will have a minor increase in delay and some will have
decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster. 2) Emergency vehicles can control the signals along the
corridor to allow passage through heavy traffic. 3) The DOTD project team believes that bus travel and
accessibility will be improved following the implementation of this project. Bus stops will be on pedestrian
friendly, ADA-compliant sidewalks. 4) Traffic models show that there will not be a significant reduction in the
number of cars on Government Street per day following the implementation of the project. 5) Lane
reconfiguration will be accomplished by re-striping the corridor following surface repair and asphalt application.
Construction for the project corridor (not including the roundabout) will take approximately 9 months. Much of
the corridor would be fully available to traffic during construction. 6) Road diets are a proven safety treatment
and have been used throughout the United States on roadways with similar traffic volumes to Government St.
There were over 800 crashes on Gov't Street in a recent three year period which is an abnormal crash rate for
the State. 7) The DOTD project team will coordinate with the City-Parish and the Diocese regarding traffic
management around the schools. 8) DOTD cannot truly test the proposed project as you suggest, because the
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324

Patricia E. Hoth, 1378
Richland Ave, BR LA 70806

325

Jennifer Hood, 618 Hebert
St, BR LA 70806

326

Scott Boatright, 409 Wiltz
Dr, BR LA 70806

DOTD’s Response
street would require re-striping in a temporary fashion, traffic signal heads must be moved and re-timed, etc.
See response to comment no. 6. 9) It is DOTD's policy to conduct one public meeting for projects of this
type/expected impact with high levels of public interest. The public comments received during the public
comment period will be available for review at the libraries and online at
http://wwwapps.dotd.la.gov/administration/public_info/projects/home.aspx?key=91. Over 10 stakeholders
meetings were held in addition to the public meeting.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. At the public meetings, DOTD always provides
alternatives for projects, usually a No-Build and one or more "action" alternatives that meet the purpose and
need of the project. The No-Build is always considered as a viable option in the planning process. The
conditions you identify on Government Street regarding crime are beyond the jurisdiction of DOTD. We will
share your concerns with the City-Parish.
Thank you for your comments on the project. 1) The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the
Government Street corridor. There are numerous routes east-west to/from downtown (i.e., South Blvd, North
Blvd, Florida Blvd, North Street, Convention St, Main Street). Most of the east-west streets are interconnected
by north-south grid streets. The traffic model shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on
adjacent streets, analyses show some areas will have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have
decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster. 2) The DOTD project team will coordinate with the City-Parish
and the Diocese regarding traffic management around the schools. 3) The project team evaluated bus turnouts
along Government Street, but we found them to be cost prohibitive due to the required right-of-way purchase.
DOTD is currently seeking partnerships with private investors and businesses to provide servitudes to use for
bus turnout alternatives. 4) The inclusion of bike lanes is in compliance with the Complete Streets policy. 5)
Many of the neighborhoods along Government Street are based on grid streets with access to all directions of
travel. Cross streets will have left turn access on Government Street.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. The main purpose of project is to improve safety along
the Government Street corridor. The traffic model shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic
on adjacent streets, analyses show some areas will have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have
decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster. The traffic model is based on actual traffic counts collected
and traffic movements within the project corridor. The DOTD project team will coordinate with the City-Parish
and the Diocese regarding traffic management around the schools. Emergency vehicles can control the signals
along the corridor to allow passage through heavy traffic. Cross streets at Government will have left turn access
onto Government. Instead of crossing 2 lanes of on-coming traffic, drivers will navigate through one lane of
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traffic and either a median or center turning lane. Other streets that have received the road diet treatment with
complete streets elements have shown increases in pedestrian and bicycle traffic. Road diets are safer for
drivers, pedestrians, and bicyclists.

331

Rodolfo T. Aguilar III, Esq.,
222 Hearthstone Dr, BR LA
70806
Charles H. Coates Jr., 2730
Tall Timbers Rd., BR LA
70816

332

Sarai Piazza, 2915 Myrtle
Ave, BR LA 70806

333

Keith Horn, 328 Lovers Ln,
BR LA 70806

334

Mary Jean McAdams, 141
Bedford Dr, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you for your comments on the project. 1) The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the
Government Street corridor. There are numerous routes east-west to/from downtown (i.e., South Blvd, North
Blvd, Florida Blvd, North Street, Convention St, Main Street). Most of the east-west streets are interconnected
by north-south grid streets. The traffic model shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on
adjacent streets. 2) The DOTD project team will coordinate with the City-Parish regarding traffic management
around the school. 3) The traffic analyses show that some intersections will have a minor increase in delay and
some areas will have decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster. 4) The DOTD project team evaluated bus
turnouts along Government Street, but we found them to be cost prohibitive due to the required right-of-way
purchase. DOTD is currently seeking partnerships with private investors and businesses to provide servitudes to
use for bus turnout alternatives. CATS has determined that with improved walkability, the number of bus stops
on Government Street could be reduced. CATS patrons would be willing to travel one or two extra blocks to a
bus stop if sidewalks are improved to ADA standards. 5) Cross streets will have left turn access on Government
Street. The raised medians are not continuous throughout the corridor. Emergency vehicles can control the
signals along the corridor to allow passage through heavy traffic. 6) Providing bike lanes and improving
sidewalks are in compliance with the Complete Streets Policy.

337

Alex Strader, 612 Moore St,
BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.

330

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. The City-Parish is responsible for compliance with the
sign regulations included in the Unified Development Code. We will share your ideas with the City-Parish.
Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
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Jason Grismore

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. The Government Street project is a little different than
what was proposed as the Better Block project. The general concept is the same, but I would like you to have
the full project description. Please see the project website (link below) for more information, including 8
exhibits showing the full project corridor with the conceptual design. These designs may change as the project
progresses into preliminary designs, final designs, then finally construction.
http://wwwapps.dotd.la.gov/administration/public_info/projects/home.aspx?key=91

James Culotta, 1751
Goldenrod Ave, BR LA
70808

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input. 1) The DOTD project team
evaluated bus turnouts along Government Street, but we found them to be cost prohibitive due to the required
right-of-way purchase. DOTD is currently seeking partnerships with private investors and businesses to provide
servitudes to use for bus turnout alternatives. 2) Emergency vehicles can control the signals along the corridor
to allow passage through heavy traffic. 3) Vehicles turning through bicycle lanes must be aware of the traffic
rules and maintain situational awareness when traveling on Government Street. 4) After the road diet would be
implemented, the speed limit on Government would be reduced. Queuing times have been determined to
include school zone speed reductions.

340

Laurence Cheng, Fabric
Care Washateria, 2928
Government St, BR LA
70806

Thank you for your comments on the project. The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the
Government Street corridor. DOTD is also working to make this corridor more pedestrian and bicycle friendly,
which will be accomplished by bringing the existing sidewalks into ADA compliance and with the addition of
bicycle lanes. Limiting driveways and access points onto Government Street reduces conflict points for
pedestrians and bicyclists. Drivers using the parking spots along Government Street like the parking at your
business are parking within DOTD’s right-of-way and are backing out into the right-of-way, onto the sidewalk, or
onto Government Street. The proposed project should reduce the likelihood of these types of maneuvers.
Drivers backing out of parking spots into traffic lanes also negatively affects traffic flow. Along the corridor,
DOTD is limiting accessibility to the locations where drivers now choose to park or maneuver in the right-ofway.

341

George Clark, 2623
Government St, BR LA
70806

Thank you for your comments. The median island you were concerned about has been shortened.

338

339
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Commenter

Wayne Daigle, 4414
Government St, BR LA
70806

DOTD’s Response
Thank you for your comments on the project. The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the
Government Street corridor. There are numerous routes east-west to/from downtown (i.e., South Blvd, North
Blvd, Florida Blvd, North Street, Convention St, Main Street). Most of the east-west streets are interconnected
by north-south grid streets. The traffic model shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic
diverting to adjacent streets. The inclusion of bike lanes is in compliance with the Complete Streets policy.
Motorists and bicyclists must be aware of the traffic rules and maintain situational awareness when traveling on
Government Street.
Thank you for your comments on the project. The main purpose of project is to improve safety along the
Government Street corridor. The traffic model shows that there will not be a significant increase in traffic on
adjacent streets, analyses show some intersections will have a minor increase in delay and some areas will have
decreases in delay, such as east bound at Foster. The median will be shortened to allow turns from downtown
into your business since there is no other access.
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Andre H. Fourrier, Fourrier
Agency, Inc., 4275
Government St, BR LA
70806
Taufiq Khaled, Dunia Land
Inc., 9515 Cammy Avenue,
BR LA 70806
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Albert Pellissier, 2231
Cherokee St, BR LA 70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We appreciate your input.
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Blaze Ragusa, 2714
Government St, BR LA
70806

Thank you so much for your comments on the project. We will add a driveway into the fenced lot on the west
side of your property.
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Thank you for your comments on the project. The DOTD project team believes that we can continue to provide
the existing level of access following project implementation at your property.
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